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ABSTRACT
Physics and modeling of turbulent advective transport in turbulent
boundary layers
by
Juan Carlos Cuevas Bautista
University of New Hampshire, September, 2019
Recent studies reveal that at large friction Reynolds number δ+ = uτδ/ν the inertially domi-
nated region of the turbulent boundary layer is composed of large-scale zones of nearly uniform
momentum segregated by narrow fissures of concentrated vorticity. Here uτ =
√
τω/ρ, where τω
is the shear stress at the wall and ρ the fluid density, δ is the boundary layer thickness and ν is the
kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The aim of this thesis is better understand the role of this binary
structure with respect to the wall-normal transport of momentum and heat in turbulent boundary
layers at high δ+. This is addressed by assuming that the dynamically important processes govern-
ing turbulent transport are owed to the interactions between the vorticity ω field, which quantifies
the level of fluid rotation, and the wall-normal velocity v. Effectively, it is assumed that turbulent
transport is a consequence of the wall-normal motions of concentrated zones of vorticity (or heat).
The basis of this assumption is evidenced by the following relation
− ∂uv
∂y
∼= vωz − wωy, (1)
where u, v and w denote the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise fluctuating velocity respec-
tively, the subscript on ω denotes the component of the fluctuating vorticity, and an overbar denotes
a correlation. The left-hand side of the equation is the Reynolds stress gradient (responsible for
turbulent transport) and the right-hand side of the equation are the velocity-vorticity correlations.
The present research is divided into an experimental and numerical study of the vωz correlation.
In the experimental study, the contributions of the v and ωz motions to the vorticity transport (vωz)
mechanisms are evaluated at large friction Reynolds numbers δ+. Here the primary contributions
to v and ωz are estimated by identifying the peak wavelengths of their streamwise spectra. The
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magnitudes of these peaks are of the same order, and are shown to exhibit a weak δ+ dependence.
The peak wavelengths of v, however, exhibits a strong wall-distance (y) dependence, while the
peak wavelengths of ωz shows only a weak y dependence, and remains almost O(
√
δ+) in size
throughout the inertial domain.
In the numerical study, a simple model that exploits the binary structure of the turbulent bound-
ary layer, i.e., uniform momentum zones (UMZ) separated by vortical fissures (VFs), is developed.
First, a master wall-normal profile of streamwise velocity is constructed by placing a discrete num-
ber of fissures across the boundary layer. The number of fissures and their wall-normal locations
follow scalings informed by analysis of the mean momentum equation. The fissures are then ran-
domly displaced in the wall-normal direction, exchanging momentum as they move, to create an
instantaneous velocity profile. This process is repeated to generate ensembles of streamwise ve-
locity profiles from which statistical moments are computed. The modelled statistical profiles are
shown to agree remarkably well with those acquired from direct numerical simulations of turbu-
lent channel flow at large . In particular, the model robustly reproduces the empirically observed
sub-Gaussian behaviour for the skewness and kurtosis profiles over a large range of input param-
eters. Encouraged by the success of this simple model with respect to momentum transport, a
similar model is developed with respect to the wall-normal transport of a passive scalar (i.e, tem-
perature). Similarly, this model robustly reproduces the statistical moments of the scalar field and





A wide variety of dynamical systems in nature are driven or greatly influenced by turbulent flow
behaviors such as cumulus cloud formation, convective mixing within the sun, and the dispersion
of volcanic ash particles after an eruption. Similarly, turbulence greatly influences the mixing of
fuel and air within an internal combustion engine and the aerodynamic drag on airplanes and other
transport vehicles. The influence of turbulent flow on these systems is simply owed to the fact that
the multi-scale nature of turbulence leads to the rapid transport of mass, momentum, and energy
within the fluid and to/from its boundaries. Thus, one primary goal of turbulence research is to
understand the multi-scale nature of turbulent flows and how these scales dynamically interact in
space and time.
The large spatial and temporal scales of turbulence (i.e., the energy containing scales) are
set by the initial and boundary conditions imposed on the flow. For this reason, each turbulent
flow is unique and a general solution applicable to all turbulent flows is not possible. However,
certain flows with similar boundary conditions, such as the denominated canonical wall-bounded
flows share similar structural and physical attributes such that they can be studied collectively.
These flows are characterized by possessing a no-slip solid material boundary that affects the
transport of mass, momentum and energy within a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the solid boundary.
The no-slip boundary means that fluid particles at the wall will stick to the wall such that the
relative velocity between the surface and the fluid at the wall is zero. The effects of this condition
underlie the generation of a shear force at the surface and within a thin layer of fluid adjacent to the
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surface termed the boundary layer. The work presented here focuses specifically on the dynamics
of turbulent boundary layers (TBL).
Canonical TBL flows are relevant in many different engineering applications and natural phe-
nomena, including the flow over the wing of an airplane, the flow of water over a ship hull, and the
atmospheric surface layer (ASL) among many others. These flows share similar features such as a
single solid boundary, and when scaled by local parameters, they exhibit the same flow structure,
that is they are dynamically self-similar. In light of this, significant progress on the understanding
of TBL dynamics can be achieved by describing the role of the characteristic scales associated with
self-similarity. One important theory is Townsend’s attached eddy hypothesis which states that the
characteristic turbulent length scale associated with self-similarity scales with distance from the
wall in the direction normal to the wall (Townsend, 1976). It follows that at the edge of the bound-
ary layer, the largest characteristic length scale is on the order of the boundary layer thickness.
Effectively, the energy containing eddies scale with a characteristic geometrical dimension of the
flow (e.g., the boundary layer thickness or pipe diameter).
The transfer of energy from the large turbulent length scales (where the Reynolds number
is high and viscous dissipation is negligible) to the smallest turbulent length scales (where the
Reynolds number is low and viscous dissipation in non-negligible) is known as the “Energy Cas-
cade theory”. In this theory, large eddies of a diameter given by the boundary layer thickness δ
(i.e., the flow length scale), carry the greatest kinetic energy and transfer it via nonlinear processes
to the smaller and smaller eddies until the energy is dissipated by viscous effects.
The above mentioned arguments led Kolmogorov (1991) to conjecture that when the small
scales and the large scales become significantly separated, there is region where an intermediate
range of length scales are not affected by viscous effects and independent of the boundary and
initial conditions. In other words, they are dominated only by inertial effects and are dynamically
self-similar. In a turbulent flow this scale separation is quantified by the Reynolds number Re,
which can be interpreted as either the ratio between the inertial and viscous forces or the ratio of
their respective length scales. Kolmogorov called the region where this condition is achieved as
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the inertial subrange, since the inertial forces are dominant at this scale (i.e, the Reynolds number
based on the length scale is sufficiently high).
Similar to the inertial range of the turbulent spectrum described above, the inertial region within
a TBL is an intermediate region of the flow that is not directly influenced by the wall or the
outer portion of the boundary layer. Effectively the dynamics are controlled by a balance between
turbulent inertia and mean advection (or the mean pressure gradient in channel flow). The analyses
presented in this dissertation are mainly focused to study the dynamics and flow structure of the
TBL within the inertial region.
Owing to the extreme sensitivity of turbulence to the boundary conditions, turbulent flows
must be studied using a statistical framework. The most common approach is to decompose a flow
variable (e.g., velocity, pressure, vorticity) into a mean field and a fluctuating field, where the time-
average or other suitable average of the fluctuating field is zero. This approach is known as the
Reynolds averaged decomposition. The problem with this approach is that an additional unknown
(i.e, the fluctuating field) is introduced in the absence of an additional equation and the govern-
ing equations (i.e, the Navier-Stokes equations) become unclosed. In order to close the system
of equations ad-hoc or other suitable closure methods are invoked. A second difficulty with this
approach is that due to the averaging the instantaneous processes that are ultimately responsible for
the energy and momentum transport are obscured. A more rigorous approach consists of numeri-
cally solving the time-dependent governing equations for all length and time scales. This approach
is called direct numerical simulation or DNS for short. The limitation of DNS simulations are that
they are constrained to simple flow geometries and low Re since resolving the full range of dy-
namically important length and time scales is computationally expensive. Effectively, to study high
Re flows, one must invoke Reynolds averaging and use the framework termed Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes or RANS for short. Since this dissertation focuses on high Reynolds number flows,
the RANS framework is used.
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1.2 Aim of the thesis
The main goal of this thesis is to understand momentum and energy transport mechanisms in TBL
with the aim to mitigate inherent turbulence modeling problems (e.g., recover instantaneous pro-
cesses and model high Re flows). This is accomplished by assuming that the turbulent transport
processes are the consequence of the interaction of two fundamental quantities: the rate of rotation
of a small element of fluid also known as vorticity (ω) and the large scale velocity field v, in which
regions of intense vorticity are embedded (see chapter 2). This assumption is based on the exper-
imental evidence and the theoretical analysis described by the mean momentum balance (MMB)
equation. In fact, these two quantities are associated with the production of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy and the extraction of the mean kinetic energy by the Reynolds stress (i.e., fluctation-fluctuation
correlatons). Thus is natural to hypothesize that they play a fundamental role in understanding the
underlying dynamics of the momentum and energy transport mechanisms in a TBL.
In this regard, the present thesis is divided into an experimental and numerical component
which are described further in detail in chapters 3, 4 and 5 respectively. The specific objectives
for these are:
• Chapter 3, identify and investigate the most energetic velocity-vorticity scale contributions
for a wide range of high Re time series. These represent the highest resolved experimental
space-time measurements presently acquired in a TBL.
• Chapter 4, develop a simple yet comprehensive model of the turbulent boundary layer based
on experimental results that show the TBL is segregated into regions of uniform velocity
separated by regions of high vorticity. The model explores a novel physical mechanism to
simulate the exchange of momentum across the instantaneous velocity-vorticity structure. So
far, this mechanism has successfully reproduced the main characteristics of the instantaneous
TBL structure. In addition, the model is also to able to produce the statistical moments of
velocity fluctuations in wall-bounded flows.
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• Chapter 5, given the resemblances of the momentum and heat transport structures in TBLs,
an analogous model for passive scalar transport across the boundary layer is proposed. Pre-
liminary results show that the model is able to reproduce both individual and the coupled
statistical moments of the momentum and the scalar field. The results of this research to the
author’s knowledge are the first attempt to model simultaneously the scalar and momentum
fields of TBL flows that does not require a priori knowledge of the scales geometry.
1.3 Thesis outline
The fundamentals of TBLs are reviewed in Chapter 2. Then an experimental study of the TBL
structure, specifically the velocity-vorticity correlation and its contribution on the MMB equation is
presented in Chapter 3. Next, the experimental observations of the instantaneous TBL structure and
the key results of the MMB analysis regarding this structure are assembled together in a numerical
model to simulate the transport of momentum and heat across the boundary layer in Chapters 4
and 5 respectively. Lastly, the main conclusions of the research are summarized in Chapter 6. The
descriptions below provide more details of the material covered in each chapter of this thesis.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review and theoretical framework of the TBL structure in the
context of the mean momentum balance theory. It also discusses the underlying physical mecha-
nisms of turbulent transport of a passive scalar field and the connection between the momentum
field and the scalar field. The chapter concludes with a detailed analysis of how the MMB theory
connects the dynamics of the velocity and vorticity fields with the instantaneous structure of the
TBL.
Chapter 3 investigates the most energetic contributions of the velocity-vorticity structure by
computing the amplitude of the v and ω time series for differentRe as follows: in the time-domain,
the amplitude of the signal is statistically quantified with the variance while in the frequency-
domain (Fourier analysis), it pertains to the energetic content of the signal, also known as power
spectral density (PSD). The above discussed procedure is performed both for the individual ve-
locity and vorticity signals, as well as for the coupled signals. Through this analysis the more
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energetic wavelengths of the v and ω motions, and the most significant wavelengths present in the
vω interaction are identified. The results provide evidence of the underlying physical mechanisms
that govern the transport of momentum and vorticity across the boundary layer.
Chapter 4 presents a novel dynamical model that simulates the instantaneous structure of the
TBLs. It incorporates the fundamental elements of the velocity-vorticity structure by placing a
discrete number of step-like zones of constant velocity segregated by narrow vortical fissures (e.g.
small wavelengths) across the turbulent flow in the wall-normal direction (perpendicular to the
main component of the velocity). The number of fissures and their length and velocity scales are
derived from the MMB equation. Then, an ensemble of statistically independent instantaneous
velocity profiles is created by allowing the vortical fissures to move (advect) randomly in the wall-
normal direction. The dynamical model has been show to successfully reproduce the high order
statistics (e.g. mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) of the main component of the velocity.
Chapter 5 proposes a dynamical model for the transport of a passive scalar across the boundary
layer. This model uses an analogous dynamical framework to the one presented in Chapter 4, this
stems from the fact that recent experimental evidence shows that the scalar and momentum fields
exhibit similar structural properties. In particular, large uniform scalar zones (v in the momentum
model) separated by narrow regions of high gradient (vorticity in the momentum model). Similarly
to the momentum model, the number of concentrated regions of scalar gradient and their most
probable location and corresponding scalar quantity are derived from the analysis of the mean
scalar transport equation. The model successfully reproduces the high order statistical moments
of the scalar field and the interaction between the scalar and momentum fields represented by the
velocity-scalar correlation. Inertial and thermal dependencies are also explored by the variation of
the Reynolds number (Re) and Prandtl number (Pr) parameters.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main findings from Chapters 3 through 5. In this respect, the
research presented here shows promising advances in the understanding and modeling of the dy-
namics of the TBL structure in the inertial region. However, we recognize that better results can
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The boundary layer concept was first introduced by Prandtl (1904) at the Third International
Mathematics conference in Heidelberg Germany in 1904. The basic principle of the boundary
layer is based on the no-slip boundary condition which requires zero relative velocity between a
solid surface and the fluid layer in contact with the solid surface. The no-slip boundary condition is
a consequence of friction between the fluid and the solid surface. Effectively, the fluid particles in
contact with the solid surface stick to the surface. The influence of the no-slip boundary condition
on a fluid flow is confined to a relatively thin layer of fluid adjacent to the solid surface (i.e., the
boundary layer). Outside of the boundary layer, the effects of friction (i.e, viscosity) are negligible
and the flow behaves as if it is inviscid. Since boundary layers form whenever a fluid flows over a
solid surface, boundary layers are ubiquitous in engineered and natural fluid flow processes. For
example, boundary layers form during locomotion events of living organisms, when airplanes or
cars move through air, or when wind flows over the Earth’s surface, i.e., the atmospheric surface
layer (ASL). In the present chapter a description of a turbulent boundary layer is first described fol-
lowed by more recent advancements that leverage the boundary layer concept to gain an improved
understanding of the flow dynamics within a turbulent boundary layer.
2.1 Turbulent boundary layer dynamics
The turbulent boundary is a thin region of fluid adjacent to a material surface where a fluid particle
is exposed to varying levels of high strain that both deform and rotate the fluid particle. Figure 2.1
illustrates this concept for a spatially developing boundary layer over a plane wall of length L
and infinite in the out-of-plane (z) direction. The fluid velocity upstream of the plane wall U∞ is
uniform and steady. The spatially developing boundary layer on the plane wall is initially laminar
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close to the leading edge, becomes transitional at some distance downstream of the leading edge,
and with increasing downstream distance becomes fully turbulent. Within the boundary layer,
viscous effects have decelerated the fluid velocity relative to U∞ so that a velocity gradient exists
across the boundary layer. The velocity gradient is largest at the wall and smallest close to the edge
of the boundary layer.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the boundary layer formation over a flat plate and the hierarchy of layers
for the turbulent boundary layer. Adapted from Pritchard (2010)
Figure 2.1 shows the different stages for the formation of a turbulent boundary layer, the main
characteristics are highlighted by tracking the trajectory of the fluid element downstream from the
leading edge. In the laminar region the velocity gradients are steady and the fluid particle follows a
well-behaved trajectory. Thereafter, in the transition region, small disturbances grow in amplitude
and the velocity gradients become unsteady and intermittent. The trajectory of a fluid particle
becomes non-smooth. In the last stage, far downstream of the leading edge, the flow becomes fully
turbulent and the velocity gradients near the wall increase significantly and become more unsteady.
The trajectory of a fluid particle becomes very complex. Importantly, in a turbulent boundary layer,
the transport of mass, momentum, and energy are dominated by turbulent fluxes. The region where
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viscous effects dominate the transport are confined to a thin region near the wall termed the viscous
sublayer.
The turbulent boundary layer is classically divided into three regions: (1) a viscous sublayer
close to the wall where viscous effects dominate, (2) an inertial sublayer where the dynamics
become self-similar, and (3) an outer layer or wake layer where the flow is inertially dominated
but influenced by the flow external to the boundary layer (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972; Davidson,
2004; Mathieu & Scott, 2000). With increasing Reynolds number, the viscous sublayer becomes
increasingly small, the scale separation in the boundary layer increases, and the self-similarity of
the sub-inertial layer becomes more robust.
2.1.1 Governing equations
The statement for conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid is given by
∇ · u˜ = 0, (2.1)
where ∇ is the gradient operator and u˜ = u˜(x, t) is the velocity field. The equation describing
Newton’s second law per unit volume for an incompressible Newton fluid (i.e., the Navier-Stokes
(NS) equation) is given by
∂u˜
∂t
+ (u˜ · ∇)u˜ = −1
ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u˜ + g, (2.2)
where t is time, ρ is the fluid density, p is pressure, ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity, and g
is gravity. Hereinafter the bold symbols denote a vector and the tilde denotes an instantaneous
quantity, e.g., x = (x, y, z) and u˜ = (u˜, v˜, w˜) for the velocity components in the three-dimensional
space field. It is worth noting that equations 2.2 and 2.1 are expressed following the Eulerian
approach, namely, fluid properties are local functions of time and space rather than just time by
tracking the individual behavior of the fluid particles (Lagrangian). Thus, this set of equations
provides a complete description of the flow where the dynamics enter by way of the initial and
boundary conditions specific to a given flow.
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Unlike laminar flows, it has not been possible to analytically solve the NS equations for turbu-
lent flows. The difficulty is owed to the non-linear nature of equation 2.2. Consequently, current
approaches to analyze turbulent flows are mainly constrained to numerical simulations and statis-
tical methods. In the former method, the equations of motion for all the length and time scales
are “solved” directly by numerical methods (DNS). In the statistical method which is the approach
employed in the present dissertation, we study the mean dynamics of the turbulent boundary layer
by employing Reynolds averaged decomposition as discussed in chapter 1, to obtain the Reynolds-
averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations.
The technique starts by first decomposing an instantaneous scalar or vectorial field (e.g., u˜
and p) into a time-averaged (mean) component and the fluctuations about the mean. Hence, the
instantaneous velocity field can be re-written as:
u˜(x, t) = U (x, t) + u(x, t), (2.3)
where the mean quantities are denoted by capital letters and the fluctuations by lower case. Per-
forming a similar decomposition for the pressure, replacing equation 2.3 into the instantaneous
equation 2.2 and taking the time average of the resulting equation yields the Reynolds averaged


















For convenience, equations 2.4 and 2.5 are expressed in indicial notation. By contrasting the
above derived RANS equations and the NS equations, two main differences are evident. First, the
time dependence in the RANS equations has been removed by the time averaging, which is the case
for the statistically stationary wall bounded flows discussed in this research. And second, that an
additional term in the left hand-side of the mean momentum equation (MME) has appeared. The
gradient, ∂uiuj/∂xj , which contains the Reynolds stress tensor uiuj and represents the interaction
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of the mean flow with the turbulent flow (i.e., the turbulent inertial force). This extra term is the
origin of the so-called closure problem of turbulence. in brief, the set of RANS equations are
indeterminate because they contain more unknowns than knowns. Therefore additional equations
are needed to close the system.
2.1.1.1 Heat transport equation
Turbulent flows will transport so-called passive scalars. A passive scalar is a scalar quantity that
does not affect the flow field (i.e., one-way coupling). For example, passive scalars can be heat,
water vapour, carbon dioxide or particulates. The equation governing the transport of a passive
scalar (temperature) in a flow is
∂θ˜
∂t
+ (u˜ · ∇)θ˜ = Q+ α∇2θ˜. (2.6)
Equation 2.6 is known as the heat advection-diffusion equation and its mathematical form is
very similar to the momentum equation 2.2, absent the pressure gradient and gravity. The left-
hand-side of the equation represents the time rate change and advection of the temperature field.
On the right-hand side of the equation the first term is the volumetric heat generation and the
second term is the molecular diffusion of heat, where α = k/ρcP is the thermal diffusivity of the
fluid given by k the thermal conductivity and cp the specific heat of the fluid.
The mean advection-diffusion equation is obtained by decomposing the temperature and ve-
locity field into mean and fluctuating components and then taking the time average of equation 2.6.












which also includes a closure problem owing to the emergence of the Reynolds heat flux tensor
θuj . For the sake of brevity, the statistical properties of equation 2.7 are not discussed in this thesis,
since they are a direct extension from the MME analysis presented in §2.4. Complimentary details
can be consulted in Wei et al. (2005); Saha et al. (2014) and Zhou et al. (2017), here we use the
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key results of §2.4 with respect to equation 2.7 to formulate the discrete model of heat transport in
turbulent boundary layers in chapter 5.
2.1.2 Boundary layer equations
The equations governing the incompressible flow of Newtonian fluids within boundary lay-
ers are simplified versions of the generalized governing equations based on the following set of
assumptions (Schlichting & Gersten, 2000):
1. two-dimensional flow (i.e., ∂/∂z = 0, where z denotes the spanwise direction in the chosen
coordinate system),
2. the boundary layer thickness δ is the characteristic length scale in the wall-normal direction
(y-direction in the chosen coordinate system),
3. L is the the characteristic length scale in the streamwise direction (x-direction in the chosen
coordinate system),
4. L δ (i.e., the boundary layer is thin), and
5. U∞ is the characteristic velocity in the streamwise direction.






































2.2 RANS Boundary Layer Equations
The RANS boundary layer equations to leading order (Pope, 2000; Tennekes & Lumley, 1972)
are:












































where ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. As opposed to the laminar boundary layer,
there are not full similarity solutions to equation 2.12. For this reason the general approach in-
cludes to seek for similarity solutions of the mean velocity profile in different domains separately.
Section 2.4 focuses on the description of the main physical mechanisms of equation 2.12 at differ-
ent regions of the boundary layer domain.
2.2.1 Scales in turbulent flows
Turbulent flows are characterized by possessing a chaotic behavior as a result of the interaction
of a broad range of length and time scales of motion. Consider the plume of an exhaust pipe in a
cold day, at the beginning, the flow pattern looks steady and uniform (laminar flow and long scales
of time), and then it suddenly accelerates and forms eddy motions of different sizes (turbulent
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flow and short scales of time). Hence, describing the dynamics of turbulent flows is considered
a multi-scale problem. Consequently, it is useful to identify the range of possible temporal and
length scales that may be involved in a determined turbulent flow. Large length scales are expected
to be as big as the boundaries of the flow, thus for the plane boundary layer flow, the largest
eddies are O(δ) (big O notation here is used to denote approximate equal or bigger than). Large
eddies carry the most kinetic energy and momentum and are typically called the energy containing
eddies. They gain their energy by extracting it from the mean flow. The energy is then passed
to smaller and smaller scales through a nonlinear process known as the “Energy cascade”. At the
so-called Kolmogorov scale, the cascade is terminated and turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated as
heat (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972).
At the smallest scales, viscosity effects and energy dissipation become important and it is
natural to expect that the size of the small eddies depends on them. A judicious physical and
dimensional analysis reveals that the appropriate small length-scale can be formed by the ratio of
the kinematic viscosity ν and the friction velocity uτ . The latter characteristic velocity scale is
also related with the frictional loss of energy via uτ =
√
τω/ρ, where τω is the shear stress at the
wall. In light of this, the length scale separation between the large and small eddies in a turbulent





which is the ratio of the largest (δ) to smallest (ν/uτ ) length scales in the flow. Most relevant
engineering flows have a characteristic δ+ ≥ 106, and thus resolving the entire range of length and
time scales is not possible, even using all the supercomputers in the world running in parallel.
2.3 Attempts at numerical modeling of the turbulent boundary layer struc-
ture
The structure of the turbulent boundary layer has been the subject of many experimental and nu-
merical studies (Townsend, 1976; Perry & Abell, 1977; Perry et al., 1986; Perry & Marusic, 1995).
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The primary aim of these cited studies was to simplify the complexity of the TBL structure. In this
pursuit, these models seek to capture and reproduce essential statistical features of the TBL struc-
ture using simplified models of the turbulence. A model is typically deemed successful if it is able
to reproduce some dynamical / statistical descriptions of the flow.
2.3.1 Attached eddy model
In the region where the viscous effects are diminished (i.e., the logarithmic region), Townsend
(1976) hypothesized that the flow is governed by energy containing motions that descend from a
hierarchy of eddies attached to the wall. These eddies are assumed to posses similar structural
attributes and their size depends on the distance from the wall. By using the Attached Eddy Hy-
pothesis the logarithmic behaviour of the mean velocity profile as well as statistical moments of
the velocity field have been predicted with reasonable success. Equation
u2
u2τ
= B1 − A1 log y
δ
(2.16)
shows the expression obtained by Townsend for the variance of the streamwise velocity, where B1
and A1 are the offset and the slope of the logarithmic region of the mean velocity profile.
Townsend extended his attached eddy hypothesis to predict the behavior of the streamwise ve-
locity. Although, his predictions of the components of the Reynolds stress tensor provided to be
independent of the eddy geometry, he realized that eddy structure was an important property in or-
der to successfully predict the other statistical moments (Marusic & Monty, 2018). Perry & Chong
(1982) inspired by the ideas of Theodorsen (1952) and Townsend (1976) and the experimental
visualizations of Head & Bandyopadhyay (1981) were the first authors to effectively predict the










Here κ is von Kármán’s constant and C is an universal constant. These authors derived equa-
tion 2.17 by introducing a specific geometric eddy structure (later called Λ-vortex) and computed
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the velocity field distribution owing to this eddy structure. Figure 2.2 shows the representative
Figure 2.2: (a) Representation of a Λ-vortex as conceived by Perry & Chong (1982) (b) from
experimental visualizations of downstream hairpin vortices in a boundary layer. This figure was
taken from Marusic & Monty (2018).
geometry of a Λ-vortex that lies at an angle (φ) respect to the wall, vorticity (Ω) is constrained to
be in the legs and the eddy height (h) varies in the range 100 . h . δ. Additionally, Perry &
Chong assumed that the size for each adjacent discrete hierarchy of eddies increases by a factor
of 2, this in order to satisfy the attached eddy hypothesis conditions of geometrical self-similarity
and inverse-scale population density (Marusic & Monty, 2018).
Given the success of the attached eddy framework, it remains as a foundational basis to pre-
dict scaling laws for Reynolds stresses, study self-similar behavior in the first and second order
statistics, and investigate a variety of attached eddy structures within the inertial domain. Marusic
(2001) used Π hairpin vortices as a representative attached eddy structure to compute the equiva-
lent long time averaged statistics as typically measured in experiments. This author demonstrated
that using packets of these spatially correlated vortices produces two-point streamwise velocity
correlations and autocorrelations in close agreement with experimental results.
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The attached eddy hypothesis has also found support from boundary layer experiments. Specif-
ically, the particle image velocimetry (PIV) observations by Adrian et al. (2000) exhibit behaviors
somewhat consistent with the attached eddy model. Figure 2.3 shows the structural model en-
visioned by Adrian et al.. Smaller hairpin vortex are formed at the wall and then evolve in the
direction of the flow changing from a hairpin-shape to an omega-shape. Hairpin vortex evolution
is accompanied by intense stretching events generated by the difference between the low induced
velocity at its legs and the high velocity at its head. As time passes the smaller hairpins grow in
size and also new smaller hairpins are generated, thus creating a packet of hairpin vortices aligned
in the direction of the flow. The characteristic growth angle γ connecting the heads of the hairpins
depends on the convective velocity, the vertical (and to a lesser degree the spanwise) growth rate
and the time of formation between successive hairpins (Adrian et al., 2000).
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of hairpin vortex packets that are formed at the wall and
evolve in time and space along the flow direction. The coherent superposition of different packets
creates zones of nearly uniform momentum. This figure was taken from Adrian et al. (2000).
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2.3.2 Boundary layer momentum zonal structure
The pioneering study of Meinhart and co-workers (1995) identified important features in the
instantaneous structure of the TBL. Specifically, they observed that the TBL is segregated into
two distinct structures: (1) zones of nearly uniform momentum and (2) thin vortex fissures. In
this binary structure the uniform momentum zones (UMZs) are separated from one another by the
vortical fissures (VFs). That is, the VFs lie at the boundaries of the UMZs. In figure 2.4 these
physical features can be seen, note how the red contour of constant streamwise velocity at 0.9U∞
delimitates the uniform momentum zone (UMZ) III in the third profile. Likewise, the red contour
of UMZ II at 0.78U∞ is segregated several times along the streamwise direction by the dark-gray
shaded shear layers. Adrian et al. (2000) surmised that the VFs (see Priyadarshana et al. (2007))














0.5U∞ U∞ 0.5U∞ U∞
Figure 2.4: Zones of uniform streamwise momentum separated by regions of high vorticity ∂u/∂y
(light-green and dark-gray shaded areas) for a Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness
Rθ = 7705. The thin solid black vertical lines denotes the x location of each profile. The red solid
contours denote the boundaries for the three indicated uniform momentum zones as 0.69U∞ (I),
0.78U∞ (II) and 0.9U∞ (III) respectively. This figure was adapted from Adrian et al. (2000).
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are the concatenation of a cluster of hairpin vortex heads. Notwithstanding these observations,
Priyadarshana et al. and Morris et al. (2007) provided evidence that the fissure structure behaves
more like a turbulent shear layer rather than concentrated vortices at higher Reynolds numbers.
In addition to this findings, these authors also indicate that the observed structural properties are
exclusive of the instantaneous velocity profiles in contrast with the well known mean statistical
properties. Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) reported on the characteristic thickness of the VFs
to scale asO(√δ+) using dimensional analysis and data sets for a range of 375 . δ+ . 8.9×105.
In chapter 3 this observation is confirmed for an intermediate range of δ+.
More recently de Silva et al. (2016) studied the presence of UMZs in turbulent boundary layers
by comparing particle image velocimetry (PIV) data sets with synthetic instantaneous velocity
fields. The established criteria to detect UMZs involves computing the probability density function
(P.d.f.) of random instantaneous PIV velocity profiles. Then, UMZs are associated with the local
maxima (modal velocity) in the respective P.d.f., and the number of these are determined by the
number of modal velocities in the distribution (see figure 2.5). The same analysis was applied to
the synthetic velocity fields which also evidenced different modal velocities in the instantaneous
P.d.f.s.
2.3.3 Boundary layer concentration zonal structure
The transport of passive scalars by turbulent flows impacts a broad range of applications and
flow processes and as such is widely studied. Owing to the similarity between the governing
equations of the momentum field and the passive scalar field (equations 2.12 and 2.14), it is not
irrational to assume that the dynamics should be similar. This is particularly true for fluids with
ν ' α or for Prandtl number Pr = ν/α ≈ 1. In a turbulent flow, an analogues turbulent Prandtl
number is defined as PrT = uv/vθ. Similarly, for flows with PrT ≈ 1 it is reasonable to assume
similar dynamics between the momentum and scalar field. On this matter, recent studies suggests
that these fields exhibit a similar spatial structure (Eisma, 2016; Eisma et al., 2017). In this section
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Figure 2.5: Detection of UMZs by identifying modal velocities in the instantaneous velocity field
P.d.f (a) Iso-contours of outer normalized streamwise velocity (U˜/U∞) showing two regions of
uniform momentum. (b) P.d.f. of the PIV frame in (a) indicating the modal velocities (red circles)
associated with the regions of uniform momentum. This figure was taken from de Silva et al.
(2016).
we focus on the experimental observations by Eisma (2016), however another structural models
and their associated properties are discussed in chapter 5.
Figure 2.6 shows the dispersion of a passive scalar from a point source in a TBL obtained
by combining PIV and laser induced fluorescence measurements (Eisma et al., 2017). Visual
inspection of the concentration (c) field reveals analogous highly organized spatial structures (i.e.,
coherent structures) to those observed in the momentum field (figure 2.5). For example, the black
solid line contours delimit three different regions of relative homogeneous scalar concentration
(UCZ). Eisma employed the same methodology as suggested by de Silva et al. (2016) to identify
the UCZs. Unlike of the momentum field, the edges of the UCZs do not overlap with the high shear
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Figure 2.6: Zones of uniform concentration (UCZ) overlapped with regions of high concentration
gradients (red shaded areas) for a turbulent boundary layer. The thin solid blue vertical lines
denotes the x location of each profile. The black solid contours denote the boundaries for the three
indicated uniform momentum zones, where the concentration c is normalized by the concentration
at the free stream region cm. This figure was taken from Eisma (2016).
(red shaded contours) regions, albeit they are spatially very close. These findings show promising
evidence that the dynamical mechanism that generates the step-like profile in the momentum and
scalar fields is the same.
2.4 Mean momentum balance theory
Here we provide a succinct discussion of the boundary layer structure based in the mean momen-
tum balance (MMB) theory (Wei et al., 2005; Fife et al., 2005; Klewicki et al., 2007). In the
classical approach, the spatial and dynamical properties of the boundary layer are derived from
the once integrated mean momentum equation, i.e., the stress balance. In the MMB framework,
the boundary layer is studied by direct examination of the axial mean momentum equation (equa-
tion 2.12). Specifically, the balance of terms in the mean momentum equation are inspected as one
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moves from the wall to the outer edge of the boundary layer. A more comprehensive review is done
by Klewicki et al. (2007), where they describe in detail how the MMB theory predicts the physical
and scaling behaviours of the so called four-layer structure in wall bounded-flows in analogy with
the classical theory (see §2.1). Notwithstanding that the analysis conducted below is applied to the
mean momentum equation, Saha et al. (2014) and Zhou et al. (2017) pursued a similar theoreti-
cal treatment on the mean thermal transport equation 2.14 in view of the remarkable resemblance
between the two equations. Therefore the conceptual framework and the results described in this
section are sufficient to understand the elements of the model presented in chapter 5.
Now, we start our analysis by considering the inner normalized form of the mean momentum













Herein the superscript ‘+’ denotes normalization by the viscous scales ν and uτ and T+ = −uv+
represents the Reynolds shear stress. Equation (2.18) contains the different forces that must balance
across the boundary layer at each wall-normal position. Term A represents the inertia of the mean
flow, term B is the mean effect of turbulent inertia, and term C is the mean viscous force.
Effectively, at any wall-normal positionA+B+C must sum to zero. This can be accomplished
by two large terms that cancel with one term negligible or all three terms being the same order of
magnitude. The MMB theory establishes that the dynamical leading-order of these three forces
can be discerned by examining the ratio of any two. In figure 2.7 (a) the relative contribution of
these three force across the boundary layer is shown, and figure 2.7 (b) evidences the characteristic
four-layer structure that emerges from the ratio between the viscous force and the turbulent inertia.
Specifically, layer I is equivalent to the viscous sublayer, here the viscous and mean inertia forces
dominate over the turbulent inertia force. Layer II denotes a balance between the mean viscous
force and mean turbulent inertia (this is the so-called constant stress region). Layer III is the
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Figure 2.7: (a) Relative contribution of the mean inertia A ( ), turbulent inertia B ( ) and
viscous force B ( ) to the force balance represented by equation 2.18 from the channel flow
DNS of Lee & Moser (2015) at δ+ = 2000. The inset denotes the region where the exchange of
balance forces occurs in layer III. (b) Ratio of the viscous force (C) to the turbulent inertia (B)
from the channel flow DNS of Lee & Moser (2015) at δ+ = 2000. The horizontal dotted line
indicates the region where all the three forces in (2.18) are in balance. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the boundaries of the layers according to table 2.1.
is a balance breaking and exchange of dominant forces (see inset in figure 2.7 (a)). In this layer the
Reynolds stress presents its maximum value at the zero-crossing position (i.e., dT+/dy+(y+m) = 0,
where y+m is the wall normal position for the maximum of T
+), this is attributed to the transition
from attached to detached eddies with increasing wall normal distance y+ (Klewicki et al., 2007).
Lastly, layer IV corresponds to the classical wake layer, also known as inertial domain since the
mean and turbulence inertia terms are dominant at this region. The velocity and length scale
increments across each of the four layers is summarized in table 2.1. Layer I has a wall-normal
width of approximately 3 viscous unit, layers II and III scale with an intermediate length scale
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Table 2.1: Scaling associated to the four layer structure from MMB theory. ∆y represents the
thickness of the layer while ∆u is the velocity increment associated to that layer in turbulent
boundary layers (Klewicki et al., 2007).
Layer Force Balance ∆y ∆u
I |A| ' |C|  |B| O(ν/uτ )(' 3) O(uτ )(' 3)
II |C| ' |B|  |A| O(√νδ/uτ )(' 1.6) O(U∞)(' 0.5)
III |A| ' |C| ' |B| O(√νδ/uτ )(' 1.0) O(uτ )(' 1)
IV |A| ' |B|  |C| O(δ)(→ 1) O(U∞)(→ 0.5)
O(√δ+) and layer IV extends outward to y ' δ while becoming asymptotically self-similar as
δ+ →∞ (Wei et al., 2005). The characteristic feature of layers II through IV is that the turbulence
inertia term is a leading order mechanism and in addition they exhibit a similar scaling behavior.
By using this fact, Fife et al. (2005) conjectured that the mathematical structure of this region
(3 . y+ . δ+) is composed of a hierarchy of length scales that admits a parameter-free invariant
form of the inner normalized MME at each layer. This concept is discussed in detail in the next
section.
2.4.1 Layers Hierarchy









where the small parameter 2 ≡ 1/δ+ is used such that → 0 as δ+ →∞. Note that this equation
yields similar dynamical mechanisms than equation 2.12 for a zero pressure gradient flow. As
δ+ → ∞, the classical theory predicts that the pressure gradient in equation 2.19 diminishes its
influence and therefore it can be safely neglected (Izakson, 1937; Millikan, 1938). However, the
MMB theory reveals that in layer III (see table 2.1) despite of the exchange of dominant forces they
remain in the same order of magnitude. In consequence, one of the goals of the present analysis is
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to find a scaling that renders all of the forcesO(1) at this layer. To avoid the zero crossing point of
the TI term, an adjusted Reynolds stress is introduced (Fife et al., 2005)
T β(y+) = T+(y+) + 2y+ − βy+, (2.20)
where β is a small positive number than denotes a superscript rather than an exponent. It is also
worth to note that the adjusted Reynolds stress is exactly equal to the original when β = 2. By






+ 2 − β, (2.21)






+ β = 0. (2.22)
As it was stated previously the primary aim here is to obtain a rescaled equation that resem-
bles the three force balance exchange and simultaneously does not exhibit an explicit parameter
dependency. The former conditions is achieved by assuming there exists a wall normal position
y+(β) < δ where all the three terms in equation 2.22 are O(β). By virtue of β being a very small




(y+(β)) + 2, (2.23)
from equation 2.21. This result reveals that for each value of β, the T β function attains its max-
imum value T βm at a position y
+(β). Additionally, if we establish the condition that T βm must be
a local maxima (i.e., d2T β/dy+2(y+β ) = d
2T+/dy+2(y+β ) < 0), equation 2.23 provides a conve-
nient form to find the entire range of possible values for β across the boundary layer (Fife et al.,
2005). These values lie on the decreasing part of figure 2.8 (e.g., y+ > y+pi, where the subscript pi
denotes peak location of the turbulent inertia) with y+(β) increasing as β decreases. The theory
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predicts that for each β value satisfying equation 2.21 there exist a scaling layer Lβ with character-
istic inner normalized width W+ (horizontal solid lines) centred about the respective y+(β) (Fife
et al., 2009). In consequence, all three terms in equation 2.22 will remain the same order of mag-
Figure 2.8: Schematic depiction of the scaling layer Lβ hierarchy.
nitude on each Lβ layer. Now that all the three terms have similar contributions a rescaling that
renders equation 2.22 free of parameters and O(1) is highly desirable. By using the differential
transformations







+ 1 = 0 (2.25)
which is O(1) on each Lβ layer at ypi ≈ 7 < y+ . 0.5δ+. The importance of equation 2.25 rests
on that this invariant form of the mean momentum equation conserves the leading order balance
of the three terms on it. For instance, at the peak location y+(β) these terms are specifically
−1, 0 and 1 respectively, which makes all the terms at least ≤ O(1). This attribute provides
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evidence that the differential relationships (equation 2.24) are the natural scales inside of the Lβ
hierarchy. Fife et al. (2005, 2009) found that the characteristic width of each Lβ layer is W+ =
O(β−1/2), which is consistent with the representation in figure 2.8 and provides theoretical support
to the observed distance from the wall dependence of the wall-bounded turbulent flows. The above










from equations 2.23 and 2.19 respectively. Also note that the boundaries of layer III in figure 2.9
Figure 2.9: W (y+) width distribution from DNS channel flow of Lee & Moser (2015) versus y+.
Profiles at δ+ = 1000 ( ), δ+ = 2000 ( ) and δ+ = 5200 ( ). The vertical dashed lines
indicated the boundaries of layer III at δ+ = 5200 and the onset of the plateau region (e.g., constant
slope).
are given in terms of the constant φc = 1.6, its use will be more apparent later on this chapter. As
stated previously, W+ represents the distributions of natural length scales within of each Lβ layer
that when used to rescale equation 2.22 yields an invariant free parameter version of it. This feature
is evident from the self-similarity nature of theW+ profiles at the given δ+ across the entire domain
of the boundary layer in figure 2.9. In the near wall region, the profiles exhibit a more complicated
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non-linear similarity behavior. The minimum value is achieved at y+ ' 7, which coincides with
the position y+pi of the maximum for dT
+/dy+. As the profiles move across the domain of the layer
II, they exhibit an approximated logarithmic behavior which asymptotically approaches to a linear
function at the edge of the same layer y+ ' φc
√
δ+. Once in the layer IV domain, the profiles
show consistently a linear self-similar behavior as δ+ → ∞. The linear trend is extended up to
the maximum value of the W+(y+) profiles at the edge of the boundary layer y+ ' 0.5δ+. It is
relevant to note that at this domain the constant slope dW+/dy+ = 1/φc reveals the inherent wall
normal logarithmic dependence of the mean velocity profile. This is more clearly demonstrated by
considering the integral of the constant slope over the boundary layer domain, and then rewriting










(y+ − A). (2.27)
Thereafter equation 2.27 can be rearranged and integrated twice to yield
U+ = φ2c ln(y
+ − A) +By+ + C. (2.28)
Fife et al. (2005) determined empirically the integration constants from DNS data to be A =
y+pi ∼ 7 and B → 0 as δ+ → ∞ since dU+/dy+ → 0 as y+ → ∞, owing to these conditions,
equation 2.28 reduces to the well known log-law
U+ = φ2c ln(y
+ − ypi) + C. (2.29)
Although the value of the constant parameter φc can be determined directly from the slope of
the W+ profiles in figure 2.9, Klewicki et al. (2014) demonstrated analytically that this parameter
approaches asymptotically to the golden ratio Φ ≡ (1+√5)/2 as δ+ increases (see equation 2.33),
which is observed on the inertial domain in figure 2.9. The previous analysis provides further
evidence that the constancy of φc can be used also to detect the existence of a logarithmic depen-
dence, analogous to the indicator function in the classical boundary layer theory. In fact, Klewicki
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et al. (2014) proved explicitly that φc = 1/
√
κ = 0.384 as y+ → ∞ (where κ is the von Kár-
mán constant), thus the slope of the W+ profiles is equal to the leading coefficient in the classical
logarithmic law of the wall.
2.4.2 Discrete model of the Lβ hierarchy of layers
In pursuing a self-similarity solution of equation 2.19, the analysis in §2.4 revealed that such
solution yields a continuous distribution of layers with characteristic widthW+i that overlap across
the boundary layer domain (see figure 2.8). In view of the considerably overlapping between
adjacent layers, a more simplistic but still valuable discrete model can be constructed to study the
geometrical structure of the Lβ layer hierarchy (Klewicki et al., 2014). The model can be seen
as an extrapolation of the quantum jump model, here represented by a set of contiguous layers
that are so close that they seems to be a continuous distribution of layers. The layers are stacked




i in accord to figure 2.8 and consistent
with equation 2.27. This geometric construction is depicted in figure 2.10 for two adjacent layers,
note that the reference point is located at the beginning of each layer.
Figure 2.10: Depiction of the discrete Lβ hierarchy of layers model. The anchor W+i of each
layer is located at the beginning of the respective layer. This figure is adapted from Klewicki et al.
(2014).
Now that the basis of the discrete model has been established, we proceed to study its geo-
metrical properties as δ+ → ∞. On the inertial domain is reasonably assume that the constant in
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equation 2.27 can be neglected as y+ →∞ yielding y+i = φcW+i . The distance between adjacent




























This last result is recognized as the common ratio between two interlaced geometric sequences, y+i






with proportionality constant α = φ2c/(φc + 1). It is worth noting that in order for φc has a real
physical significance, the constant α has to be positive. Owing to this, let α = 1 and consider the







the well known golden ratio. Previous analysis allow us to know the distance between adjacent
layers by using the discrete model, a similar approach is also used to compute the momentum
increment between the respective layers. From the mean momentum log-law reduced equation 2.29
and neglecting the offset constants as y+ → ∞, the change of momentum between two adjacent
layers is











thus, the velocity increment ∆U+ = U+2 − U+1 is constant across the different layers as y+, δ+ →
∞. Klewicki et al. (2014) showed that the same expression is also achieved by using the results ob-
tained in §2.4.1. Equations 2.32 and 2.34 are the basis of the discrete model discussed in chapter 4,
this model robustly reproduces the main statistical characteristics of the TBL structure at high δ+.
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2.5 Vorticity dynamics
In the turbulent region in figure 2.1 the fluid element will experience a combination of tilting and
stretching motions due to the presence of high intense velocity gradients. This latter motion is
associated with the angular deformation of the fluid element or the shear strain rate. While the
former motion is associated with the relative rotation of the fluid element over its own axis and
hence it is a measure of the local rotation of the fluid defined as (Kundu et al., 2016)
ω = ∇× u. (2.35)
Equation 2.35 is also known as the vorticity field and since high levels of fluctuating vorticity is
a distinctive feature of turbulence (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972), it seems to be an useful quantity
in the study of the flows herein presented. For most of the wall bounded flows (e.g., 2D flows)
the relevant components in equation 2.35 are the parallel to the wall and perpendicular to the
flow direction components for the fluctuating vorticity field (hereafter, the spanwise ωz and the
wall-normal ωy vorticity fluctuations). Additionally, for the mean vorticity field the perpendicular
to the flow direction is the only component (here, the spanwise Ωz mean vorticity) with a non-
negligible mean value in equation 2.35. These three quantities are indicated for being the main
physical mechanisms that underlie to the production and transport of vorticity and consequently of
momentum across the boundary layer (see chapter 3).
In this section we study the dynamics of the vorticity field as stated by Klewicki (2010), who
used a similar approach to the above discussed mean momentum balance theory. It is worth to
mention that in this description Ωz plays a fundamental role since it is the main source of vorticity
in the flow by satisfying the no-slip boundary condition at the wall (Batchelor, 2000; Morton,
1984; Klewicki, 2010). Additionally, the fluctuating components are related with the physical
mechanisms that originate the characteristic structure of the vorticity field in turbulent wall flows,.
e.g., scale selection and separation mechanisms.
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2.5.1 Turbulent vorticity field
The connection between the mean momentum field and the vorticity field is given by the
reynolds stress gradient term ∂uv/∂y in equation 2.12. This assertion becomes more evident via
the tensor identity (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972)
∂uiuj
∂xj





By setting i = 1 for the case of the ZPG flat plate described in § 2.1, this expression yields an
important relationship for the interaction between the velocity and vorticity fluctuations given by
∂uv
∂y
= wωy − vωz + 1
2
∂(v2 + w2 − u2)
∂x
. (2.37)
Equation 2.37 shows that the transport of the Reynolds stress can be decomposed in an irrotational
and rotational component (Klewicki, 1989; Priyadarshana et al., 2007). Klewicki (1989) studied
the contribution of the irrotational component and found that (∂/∂x)(v2 + w2 − u2) is about three
orders of magnitude smaller than the velocity-vorticity correlations. For this reason, the Reynolds
stress gradient can be very well approximated by
− ∂uv
∂y
∼= vωz − wωy. (2.38)
Here wωy is associated with the vortex stretching mechanism and vωz to the vorticity transport
mechanism across the boundary layer (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). These mechanisms unveil
important scaling and structural properties of the vorticity field in figure 2.11, similar to those
observed by Meinhart & Adrian (1995). Specifically, the advective spatial dispersion of vortical
fissures is the dominant mechanism in the inertial domain via vωz. In this context the character-
istic structure of figure 2.11 can be envisaged as the motion of zones of concentrated vorticity ωz
(hatched regions) that are dispersed intermittently by eddy motions with an associated velocity v,
thus creating large-scales regions of approximately uniform momentum. Owing to this, vωz and
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Figure 2.11: Schematic depiction of the vorticity field structure attributed to the velocity-vorticity
interaction. The dominant mechanisms in this interaction change across layer III. Vortical motions
(hatched regions) are confined near to the wall (layers I-III) via vorticity stretching and then dis-
persed across layer IV creating different regions of nearly uniform momentum (light gray areas).
Here ypi and ypo denote the positions for the maximum inner and outer values of the TI term. This
figure was taken from Klewicki (2013a).
wωy are the relevant mechanisms for the scale separation via spatial dispertion in layer IV and
spatial confinement in layers I-III respectively. Spectral analyses of Morrill-Winter & Klewicki
(2013) provide evidence that the characteristic length scale O(√δν/uτ ) of the self-organized vor-
tical motions coincides with the thickness of the region where they are assumed to be generated
(e.g., layers I-III). Note further that the amplitude of the vorticity fluctuations remains invariant
across the boundary layer and scale with the characteristics scales at layer III (i.e., ω ∼√u3τ/δν).
This stems from the fact that vorticity is a Galilean invariant quantity, for instance, it does not dis-
tinguish between the relative motion of the fluid and the wall. Thus, the amplitudes of the vorticity
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fluctuations are large relative to the mean vorticity amplitudes |Ωz| which scale accordingly with
the velocity and length increments at each layer (Klewicki, 2013a).
Chin et al. (2014) and Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) have also reported on the exchange
of dominant mechanisms across layer III as is represented in figure 2.11. They found that wωy is
dominant O(√νδ/uτ ) in the region near to the wall and then vωz becomes most significant in the
inertial domain.
2.5.1.1 Scale selection
The underlying physical mechanisms of the vorticity field structure represented by figure 2.11
(e.g., scale separation and scale selection) are better understood by examining the wall-normal
velocity and spanwise vorticity cospectra Λvωz along with their individual spectra. To this end,
the Fourier transform of the covariance for a given signal decomposes the energetic content of the
signal into its constitutive frequencies (f ). This mathematical transformation also known as power
spectral density φvv allow us to identify the most energetic contributions in the signal contained at
specific wavelengths or frequencies by means λ = U/f . Figure 2.12 shows the Ψ+v and Ψ
+
ωz spectra
and their respective cospectra as computed by Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) for δ+ = 1500.





where var is the variance of the associated statistics, and k+ = 2pi/λ+ is the inner normalized
wavenumber. It is also worth to note that the premultiplication by λ+ in the coospectra reveals
the wavelength scales which more contribute to the vωz term across the boundary layer. As an
example consider the spectra in figure 2.11(a), at this near wall location, the individual spectra
peak around the same small wavelengths (λ+ ≈ 200). In contrast, their cospectrum exhibits
two main contributions from a positive peak at the small wavelengths and a negative peak at the
large wavelengths. This fact demonstrates that at least in the near wall region, the predominant
contributions to the cospectrum do not track always the wavelength range where the individual
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v and ωz spectral peaks overlap (Priyadarshana et al., 2007). As we move across the boundaries
Figure 2.12: Ψ+v and Ψ
+
ωz spectra and their respective premultiplied cospectra λ
+Λ+ωz versus λ
+ for
δ+ = 1500. (a) y+ = 24.8, (b) y+ = 1.23
√
δ+, (c) y+ = 3.21
√
δ+, (d) y+ = 0.83
√
δ+. This figure
was taken from Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013).
of layer III (figures 2.11(b) and (c)) and the edge of layer IV (figure 2.11(d)), the peaks of the
individuals spectra separate by several decades and the cospectra concentrates about the peak in
the v spectrum. Priyadarshana et al. (2007) found that the maximum contributions to the TI term
coming from the vωz correlation are associated to this mechanism. Concisely, the cospectrum
tracks the peaks of the v and ωz spectra across the boundary layer and then select the maximum
contribution. Figures 2.11(c) and (d) indicates that the vωz contributions to TI in layer III and
IV obey mainly to a scale selection with the v velocity. Other important features that correlate
with the vorticity field structure discussed in the preceding section are also observed in figure 2.12.
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For instance, note that the most significative ωz wavelengths seems to be constant at the different
y+ locations, which indicates that the VF size remains constant across the four layer structure.
On the other hand, the v wavelength peaks move outward with increasing y+, thus these motions
associated to the UMZs exhibit a wall normal dependence (see chapter 3). On this matter, Morrill-
Winter & Klewicki provide evidence that the scale separation between the v and ωz wavelengths
depends on both the Reynolds number and the distance from the wall.
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CHAPTER 3
SPANWISE VORTICITY AND WALL NORMAL VELOCITY
STRUCTURE IN THE INERTIAL REGION OF TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS
This chapter complements the experimental studies of Klewicki (2013a) and Morrill-Winter
& Klewicki (2013) regarding the v and ωz structure in turbulent boundary layers. In fact, since
these studies exhibit a set of very disparate Reynolds numbers (e.g., δ+ = 375, 970, 1500, 89000
and 1000000), the present chapter extends the study of the v and ωz dynamical structure over an
intermediate but yet set of high δ+ (e.g., δ+ = 2000, · · · , 12000). In addition to the individual
spectral analysis of the aforementioned parameters, the quadrant analysis and the KLD method are
also introduced as supplementary tools to study the vωz interaction in the context of the UMZ/VF
flow structure described by Adrian et al. (2000); Priyadarshana et al. (2007) and de Silva et al.
(2016).
3.1 Introduction
Turbulent flows possess a wide range of length and time scales that contribute to the dynamics of
the flow. In this regard, the behaviour of the mean flow is classically assumed to be the result of
the integrated instantaneous interactions between the more energetic scales of the near wall region
(inner motions), and those far from the wall (outer motions). Although the dynamics of these in-
teractions is still not well understood, several studies provide evidence that the scale separation
between the small-scale and large-scale motions has an important influence on generating and sus-
taining wall turbulence. For example, inner motions are often seen as the responsible for producing
the wall shear-stress.
The dominant length-scales of these near-wall motions are often of the order of the viscous
scales O(ν/uτ ), where ν is the kinematic viscosity and uτ =
√
τω/ρ is the friction velocity (τω
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is the mean wall shear stress and ρ is the mass density). The larger scale outer-region motions,
however transport a significant fraction of the Reynolds shear-stress across the flow (Hutchins &
Marusic, 2007). The characteristic length scale of these outer motions is nominally set by the well-
known thickness of the boundary layer flow dimension (e.g., O(δ) for boundary layer, O(R) the
pipe radius and O(h) the half height of the channel).
The focus of the current paper is on the turbulent boundary layer flow (TBL), and thus the





where the superscript ‘+’ denotes normalization by the viscous scales ν and uτ . Note that for future
reference the mean (U, V,W ), and fluctuating (u, v, w) velocity components are given in the x
(stream-wise), y (wall-normal), and z (span-wise) directions, respectively. By direct inspection of
Eq. (3.1), it can be seen that as δ+ →∞ the disparity between the inner and outer scales increases.
Since turbulence is a high Reynolds number phenomenon, understanding the effects of the scale
separation on the dynamical structure of the TBL, specifically, the increasing disparity between
the characteristic scales of the momentum and vorticity fields is fundamentally important. The
physical mechanisms associated with the scale separation and scale selection processes in turbulent
flows are contained in the wall normal gradient of the Reynolds stress. In this regard, earlier
studies (Klewicki, 1989) have shown that this gradient (see §3.1.2) can be very well approximated
by the difference of the product of the turbulent velocity and vorticity fluctuations (equation 3.6).
Velocity-vorticity products in wall bounded flows have been investigated by Klewicki (2013a)
and Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) at low-δ+. Klewicki found that the average length and time
scale of the spanwise vorticity ωz motions is in the order of O(
√
δ+), and become independent of
y in the region where viscous effects are on average negligible (i.e., inertial domain, see §3.1.1).
Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) investigated the characteristic scales of v and ωz motions and
showed evidence that, unlike the vortical motions, v exhibits a consistently strong dependency on
both wall-normal position and Reynolds number in the inertial domain at low-δ+. Since these
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studies have a very disparate set of Reynolds numbers (e.g., δ+ = 375, 970, 1500, 890000 and
1000000), it is natural to inquire if the reported features hold over an intermediate range of δ+,
or in contrast transition abruptly at some characteristic δ+. In the present paper we expand upon
these observations. Here we conduct spectral analyses of the individual v and ωz signals to identify
and isolate the most energetic wavelengths over an intermediate but significantly higher set of δ+
(2000 . δ+ . 12000).
Additionally the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) is employed herein to assess the self-
similarity properties of the v and ωz motions, while quadrant analysis is employed to discern
which vωz interactions originate the observed characteristic velocity-vorticity field in the TBL by
means of the sweep and ejection events, specially on the inertial domain. Present experimental
evidence (Meinhart & Adrian, 1995; Priyadarshana et al., 2007; de Silva et al., 2016) suggests that
the characteristic step-like instantaneous streamwise velocity structure in TBLs is the result of the
relative motion of regions of concentrated vorticity ωz, herein, called vortical fissures (VF), that
mix and exchange momentum owing to wall normal advection by the v velocity. The dynamics of
how or why the vωz interactions tend to self-organize in this step-like spatial structure at a specific
wavelengths is far from being well understood. The KLD and quadrant analysis results presented
here provide an insight of how the vωz spatial distribution contributes to this structure.
3.1.1 Mean Dynamics
Consider a statistically stationary, and incompressible turbulent boundary layer flow over a flat
plate. The mean momentum equation (MME) relative to this flow as normalized by the inner scales




















where the main flow is in the streamwise direction and the Reynolds shear stress is denoted by
T+ = −uv+ (herein, the overbar denotes time averaging). Equation (3.2) represents the different
forces that must balance across the boundary layer, the left hand side terms represent the inertia of
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the mean flow (A) and the mean effect of the turbulent inertia (B). The term on the right hand side
represents the mean viscous force (C). Consequently, the mean inertia and turbulence force must
balance the viscous force at any position across the boundary layer. The leading order balance in
these terms can be determined by examining the ratio of any two terms in Eq. (3.2) at each position
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Figure 3.1: Ratio of the viscous force (C) to the turbulent inertia (B) from boundary layer DNS
of Schlatter & Örlü (2010) at δ+ = 1287. The horizontal dotted line indicates the region where all
the three forces in Eq. (3.2) are in balance. The vertical dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the
layers according to table 3.1.
A large number of studies have investigated this leading balance framework (e.g., Wei et al.
(2005); Klewicki et al. (2007)). Thus, here we simply describe the main features of the char-
acteristic four-layer structure emerging from the viscous and turbulent inertia force ratio (C/B).
Figure 3.1 exhibits this ratio and shows how the force balance varies across the boundary layer.
In layer I, the mean inertia and the viscous force were originally deemed dominant (Wei et al.,
2005). However, more recent DNS data suggests that terms B + C remain essentially in balance
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all the way to the wall, e.g., like in Couette flow. Subsequently, in layer II the viscous force and
the turbulent inertia are in balance, thus the mean inertia force is not leading order. Across layer
III the three forces are approximately of the same order of magnitude and there is a balance break-
ing and exchange of dominant forces. In this layer the Reynolds stress attains its maximum value
(vertical dotted line). Finally, in layer IV the mean viscous force becomes negligible and the mean
inertia balances the turbulent inertia force. The mean velocity increment and width of each layer
are summarized in Table 3.1. It is worth noting that the thicknesses of layers II through IV have
δ+ dependencies while the velocity increments scale on uτ or U∞.
Table 3.1: Four layer structure and its scaling in the boundary layer (Mehdi et al., 2013).
Layer Force Balance ∆y increment ∆u increment
I |A| ' |C|  |B| O(ν/uτ )(' 3) O(uτ )(' 3)
II |C| ' |B|  |A| O(√νδ/uτ )(' 1.6) O(U∞)(' 0.5)
III |A| ' |C| ' |B| O(√νδ/uτ )(' 1.0) O(uτ )(' 1)
IV |A| ' |B|  |C| O(δ)(→ 1) O(U∞)(→ 0.5)
In the present work, the analysis primarily focuses on the inertial domain which resides in the
region beginning at the outer edge of layer III (y+ ' 2.6√δ+) and extends to y+ . 0.5δ+ (Klewicki
et al., 2007).
3.1.2 Vortex stretching
Vortex stretching results in the continuous deformation of fluid elements under the influence of
intense velocity gradients. These non-linear interactions reinforce the large mean velocity gradient
near the surface, and serve to rapidly three-dimensionalize the instantaneous vorticity field. The
aforementioned physical mechanisms are accounted for the mean differential vorticity transport











(ωiuj − uiωj). (3.3)
Here the mean and fluctuating vorticity components are denoted by Ωi and ωi respectively. Equa-
tion (3.3) describes the interaction between the mean and the turbulent vorticity in the flow, and has
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been arranged to emphasize the mean vorticity transport mechanisms on the left and the turbulent
vorticity transport mechanisms on the right. The first term on the left hand side represents the mean
vorticity advection, the middle term is the mean vorticity stretching and reorientation and the last
term is the viscous diffusion. The gradient of the velocity-vorticity correlations on the right hand
side provides a useful relationship to study the effects of turbulent vorticity transport on the mean














where we have employed the continuity equation and the fact that the mean and the fluctuating
vorticity are solenoidal (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). Equation (3.4) physically represents the
turbulent vorticity advection and Eq. (3.5) is the turbulent vorticity stretching and reorientation.
It has been shown that for a turbulent boundary layer in the present coordinate system hav-




∼= vωz − wωy, (3.6)
with the approximation improving as δ+ increases (Klewicki, 1989). By virtue of Eqs. (3.4)
and (3.5), vωz is associated with the turbulence vorticity transport mechanism and wωy to the
scale separation mechanism across the boundary layer (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). Previous
analyses of the structure of boundary layer velocity and vorticity correlations (Priyadarshana et al.,
2007; Klewicki, 2013a; Morrill-Winter & Klewicki, 2013) reveal that the vωz term is the largest
contributor to the Reynolds stress gradient (Eq. (3.6)) on the inertial domain of the TBL. While,
the vortex stretching term wωy is the dominant mechanism in the remaining layers that are closer
to the wall (e.g., layers I-III).
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Figure 3.2: Spanwise vorticity intensity profiles from DNS channel flow of Lee & Moser (2015),
normalized by |Ωz| versus y+. δ+ = 1000 ( ), δ+ = 2000 ( ) and δ+ = 5200 ( ). The
vertical dotted line denotates y+ = 40 the onset of the plateau region. The vertical dashed lines
denotates the inner and outer boundaries of layer III at δ+ = 5200. Curve-fit in layer II is given by
ω′z/|Ωz| = 0.036(y+)1.12. Curve-fit in layer IV is given by ω′z/|Ωz| = 0.496(y+)0.43.
In a 2D flow the wall-normal gradient of these correlations plays an analogous role to the
Reynolds stress gradient in Eq. 3.2, namely it balances the mean vorticity flow with the turbulence







(vωz − wωy), (3.7)
where the wall normal gradient of the velocity-vorticity correlation can be interpreted as sources or
sinks for mean vorticity (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). Figure 3.2 depicts the main attributes of the
mean Ωz and fluctuating ω′z spanwise vorticity fields for a DNS channel flow at δ
+ = 1000, 2000
and 5200 respectively (Klewicki, 2013a). By studying the ratio of the spanwise vorticity intensity
ω′z and the absolute value of |Ωz| some interesting features of the vorticity transport through the
boundary layer are revealed. It is evident from Fig. 3.2 that ω′z/|Ωz| < 1 in layer I and the lower
part of layer II. Beginning near y+ = 10 and extending to about y+ = 40 this ratio exhibits a
dramatic increase denoted by the curve fit ω′z/|Ωz| = 0.036(y+)1.12. In this region there is a strong
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exchange of mean vorticity to fluctuating vorticity via the mechanism of vorticity stretching and
reorientation. Klewicki (2013a) associates the region beyond this rapid increase with the formation
of narrow vortical fissures. For greater wall normal distances the ratio continues to rise, but at a
lower rate. Finally, the plateau region extents into layer IV, where an increasing wall normal
distance dependency is revealed by the curve-fit ω′z/|Ωz| = 0.496(y+)0.43 on the layer IV domain.
In this region, ω′z exceeds |Ωz| and thus the vorticity advection mechanism must be dominant. It
is also worth noting that the fluctuating vorticity profiles are self-similar on most of the subinertial
(layers I-III) and on part of the inertial domain (layer IV), which it is also observed in the spectral
structure (§3.3) and the KLD analysis afterwards (§3.4).
3.1.3 Step-like streamwise velocity structure
Previous discussion provides an analytical framework to understand the characteristic instanta-
neous velocity step-like structure in turbulent wall-bounded flows (de Silva et al., 2016, 2017). The
initial observations by Meinhart & Adrian (1995) showed that the boundary layer can be consid-
ered as an arrangement of zones of relatively uniform momentum (UMZ) delimitated by internal
narrowed layers of intense vorticity (VFs). Priyadarshana et al. (2007); Morrill-Winter & Klewicki
(2013) and Klewicki (2013a), discerned that vortical motions (ωz) present in the turbulent bound-
ary layer tend to self-organize in these vortical structures. Thus, the characteristic vorticity field
can be attributed to the advective dispersion of VFs on the inertial domain. This scenario is de-
picted in figure 3.3, where VFs are represented by the hatched structures and the region in between
are eddies (UMZs) with an associated velocity v which size varies linearly with the wall normal
distance. Given this, our current analysis provides evidence of why the vωz interaction tend to
self-organize in this structure.
In the present work, we found that the characteristic streamwise length scale for the v motions
λ+v exhibits a wall normal distance dependency in the inertial region, while its counterpart for
the ωz motions λ+ωz remains approximately constant ∼ O(
√
δ+) in the same region (§3.3). These
experimental findings suggest that since v and ωz are the primary momentum transport mecha-
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nisms associated to the instantaneous step-like structure (figure 3.3), the v motions length-scales
are dominant in the large scale circulations (roll modes) within the UMZs and thus their charac-
teristic length-scale presents a distance to the wall dependence. In this regard, Heisel et al. (2018)
investigated the spatial structure of UMZs for the Atmospheric Surface Layer (ASL) in the inertial
domain at very high Reynolds number (δ+ ≈ 5 × 106) following a similar approach by de Silva
et al. (2016). They tracked the streamwise extent of the UMZs (LUMZ) by using Taylor’s hypoth-
esis along with the constant local mean velocity Uumz and temporal duration Tumz for different
UMZs at different heights. Their study found evidence that at least at high δ+, LUMZ exhibits a
wall normal dependence on the inertial domain, and that its maximum size is in the order of the
inertial layer thickness O(0.1δ). Under the same argument, we can also assume that this is valid
for the vortical motions, e.g. ωz motions are the dominant length-scales within the VFs and thus
their streamwise length should be invariant O(
√
δ+) across the inertial domain. While Heisel et al.
did no investigate λ+ωz directly, they found that the associated diameter of the internal shear layers
(here VFs) seems to be independent of the wall-normal distance and constant on the inertial do-
main. Figure 3.3 is a pictorial representation of the above discussed features of v and ωz motions
in the y-z plane.
3.2 Experimental methods
3.2.1 Data sets
The data sets used herein consist of instantaneous well-resolved velocity and vorticity mea-
surements collected in the High Reynolds Number Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (HRNBLWT) at
the University of Melbourne and the Flow Physics Facility (FPF) at the University of New Hamp-
shire. These experiments employed a compact four-wire arrangement of hot-wires (Foss & Haw,
1990) that allowed us to obtain profiles at high spatial and temporal resolution. The main experi-
mental parameters of the data selected for the analysis are summarized in table 3.2. The indicated
profiles are logarithmically spaced and span over a range of 1950 . δ+ . 12500. There are nine
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Figure 3.3: Schematic depiction of the instantaneous UMZ/VF step-like velocity structure in the
wall-normal-spanwise plane. Zones of localized concentrated vorticity ωz, here named VFs are
represented by the hatched regions. While regions of approximately uniform momentum (UMZ)
are associated to the large scale circulation (LSC) motions with a characteristic velocity v. Note
that the vertical scale has been stretched and therefore a group of clustered VFs in the subinertial
domain will look space filling through this domain.
different symbols to represent the twelve data profiles, these will be used consistently throughout
the results presented here. Further details about the experimental measurements can be found in
Morrill-Winter et al. (2015).
3.2.2 Spectral procedure
Although the measurements had small electronic noise, measurement noise was consistently
attenuated by pre-filtering the data with an anti-aliasing 2nd-order (low-pass) Butterworth filter
with a viscous cutoff frequency given by fc = 1/(2ν/u2τ ). Each signal was then normalized by
their respective variance and then divided into windows of N = 131072 data points to compute
the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The FFT windows provide a frequency resolution of ∆f = 0.22
Hz for the HRNBLWT data and ∆f = 0.19 Hz for the FPF data (where ∆f is the frequency
resolution given by ∆f = fs/N ).
The spectra φ were computed using ensemble average via the Welch method. In brief, data are
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Table 3.2: Experimental parameters for data sets used in the analysis (see Morrill-Winter et al.
(2015)), where U∞ is the free stream velocity and fs is the sampling frequency for each profile.
Symbol U∞(m/s) uτ (m/s) ν(×10−5m2/s) fs(×1031/s) δ+ Facility
10.06 0.368 1.598 30 1951 HRNBLWT
10.13 0.356 1.609 30 2622 HRNBLWTD 4.40 0.156 1.480 25 2711 FPF
15.15 0.541 1.608 30 2928 HRNBLWT
6.60 0.230 1.530 25 3588 FPF
15.08 0.519 1.525 30 3770 HRNBLWT
F 10.03 0.339 1.584 30 3844 HRNBLWT
8.80 0.301 1.560 25 4245 FPF
10.03 0.336 1.598 30 5593 HRNBLWT
15.28 0.512 1.572 30 6080 HRNBLWT
 15.31 0.496 1.586 30 7894 HRNBLWT
O 8.80 0.285 1.567 25 12509 FPF
divided in ensembles according with the record length and the previous noted window size. The
one-sided spectra are then computed by averaging the periodograms of the individual ensembles
and suppressing the zero and Nyquist frequencies. Finally, the frequency resolution was enhanced
using the band averaging method, where 30 adjacent frequency components were averaged.
The spectral peak frequencies and wavelengths in the v and ωz premultiplied spectra were
computed as follows (see figure 3.4 for reference):
1. To find the global maximum in the premulitplied spectra (fφ) a median filter with a window
size of 6 data points was used to reduce outlier spikes in the neighborhood of the spectral
peak.
2. Once a maximum is identified, a Savitzky-Golay filter with a quadratic polynomial and a
window size of 15 data points is used to bound and smooth the spectral peak region. Then,
this filter is iterated recursively in order to capture more accurately the frequency and the
premultiplied spectral energy associated to the peak.
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3.2.3 Quadrant analysis
The joint probability density functions (JP.d.f.) of v and ωz were computed across the entire
boundary layer for different δ+. In doing so, the signals were normalized by the inner scales, e.g.,
v+ = v/uτ and ω+z = ωz/(u
2
τ/ν). The quadrant contributions were computed using the definition








where P (v+, ω+z ) is the v





The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) method was used to study the similarity properties
of the wall normal velocity v and spanwise vorticity ωz fluctuations on the inertial domain. This
was accomplished by computing the P.d.f. of the inner normalized v+ and ω+z signals at each
wall-normal position and comparing these to an equivalent Gaussian distribution with the same
mean and variance than the inner normalized signals. In this study, we used the standard notation
D(PY ‖PG) to denote the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the P.d.f. of G (PG) to the P.d.f. of
Y (PY ). Herein, the bin size 0.15σ (where σ is the standard deviation) and the P.d.f. range, e.g.,
−10σ ≤ v+, ω+z ≤ 10σ were determined using a procedure similar to the followed by Zhou &
Klewicki (2015).
3.3 v and ωz spectral structure
The maximum energetic contributions for the v and ωz signals are taken to be nominally rep-
resented by the spectral peaks at each wall normal position. Figure 3.4 shows the ensemble of
pre-multiplied wall normal velocity spectra fφvv as a function of the inner normalized frequency
f+ and wall normal position y+ at δ+ = 1951. The functional relationships of these variables,





















Figure 3.4: Three-dimensional pre-multiplied spectra of the wall normal velocity (fφvv) at differ-
ent wall normal locations y+ for δ+ = 1951. The filled circles in the fφvv-f+ plane represent the
spectral peak fit curve of the Savitzky-Golay filter, and the projected filled circles in the y+-f+
plane are the associated spectral peak frequencies of the smoothed fit profiles at different wall-
normal locations.
3.3.1 v spectral structure
From the spectral structure of figure 3.4 it can be appreciated in the bottom plane that the v
spectral peaks move toward the lower frequencies as y+ increases. The same trend is also observed
for the full range of δ+ in figure 3.5. Specially, in the inertial domain the frequencies f+v(peak) at
which fφvv attains its maximum amplitude are decreasing monotonically with the distance from
the wall. This trend is comparable to the power law fit f+v(peak) = 0.5(y
+)−5/8 (black dashed line),
where all the profiles seem to adjust to this polynomial dependency. In contrast, the profiles exhibit









Figure 3.5: Inner normalized frequency f+v(peak) at which fφvv attains its maximum amplitude as a
function of the wall normal location y+ for different δ+. The power law fit f+v(peak) = 0.5(y
+)−5/8
(black dashed line) for δ+ = 1951 is plotted as a reference in the inertial domain.
Figure 3.6 explores the a and b coefficients for the curve-fit f+v(peaks) = a(y
+)b for the profiles in
figure 3.5 as a function of δ+ in the inertial domain. The curve-fit b = −0.1886 log(δ+) + 1.1806
(black dashed line) indicates that b approximates logarithmically to b ≈ −5/8 for lower δ+, a
rapid extrapolation to δ+ ≈ O(104) allows to infer that b ≈ −O(1) at higher δ+. The curve-fit
a = 0.0001δ+ + 0.0782 (black solid line) for the a coefficient exhibits a similar trend as δ+ →
O(104). Different studies have also observed a wall normal dependence in the spectral structure of
the v related motions and thus we can safely surmise that the spectral peak frequencies decrease
asymptotically (e.g., f+v(peak) ∼ (y+)−1) as they move far from the wall with increasing δ+.
Morrill-winter et al. (2017) found that streamwise wavelength λ+x of the uv motions also
scales with the distance to the wall in the inertial domain. This fact could obeys to an underly-
ing scale selection process of the v motions over the ωz motions, since uv motions are related
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Figure 3.6: a and b coefficients in the curve fit f+v (peaks) = a(y
+)b over the range 2.6
√
δ+ ≤
y+ ≤ 0.5δ+ for profiles in figure 3.5. Solid line curve fit is given by a = 0.3189 log(δ+)− 2.3083
and dashed line by b = −0.1883 log(δ+) + 1.1653.
with vωz through Eq. 3.6. To explore this premise the associated inner normalized wavelengths
λ+v(peak) = U/(f
+
v(peak)uτ ) (where U is the local mean velocity) of each characteristic f
+
v(peak) are
examined in figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 at the given δ+. As might be anticipated from previous dis-
cussion, the spectral peak wavelengths exhibit a monotonic increasing trend in the inertial domain
(figure 3.7). Furthermore, the curve fit λ+v (peaks) = a(y
+)b on the peak wavelength profiles (fig-
ure 3.8) reveals that although a does not exhibit a defined dependence as in the peak frequencies
curve-fit, it remains O(1) with increasing δ+. In contrast, the b coefficients does collapse under
the logarithmic dependence b = 0.0331 log(δ+) + 0.3848. Evaluating this expression at higher
δ+ ≈ O(104) results in b ≈ O(1) and therefore λ+v(peak) ≈ O(y+) as δ+ increases.
The preceding result confirms the physical fact that the size of the v motions governing the
vorticity transport scale with the distance to the wall in the inertial domain (Morrill-Winter &












Figure 3.7: Inner normalized wavelengths λ+v(peak) at which fφvv attains its maximum amplitude
as a function of the wall normal location y+ for different δ+. The power law fit λ+v(peak) = 7(y
+)5/8
(black dashed line) for δ+ = 1951 is plotted as a reference in the inertial domain.
under the context of the scale separation phenomena since it becomes more evident at this domain.
Figure 3.9 shows some interesting features of λ+v(peak) and y
+ when normalized by the thickness
of layer IV (
√
δ+). In the near wall region (layers I and II) the wavelengths profiles does not
exhibit a specific dependence, however as they approach to y+ ≈ 2.6√δ+ the onset of layer IV,
they seem to collapse and increase almost linearly up to the edge of the boundary layer y+ ≈ δ+.
This suggests that the size of the v motions that inhabit the inertial domain increases linearly with
the layer IV thickness, which is consistent with the previous observations. Note also that the small
scales in the profiles are confined to the subinertial region and their size is approximately constant
λ+v(peak) ≈ O(2
√
δ+) through this domain.
In figure 3.10 the pre-multiplied energy spectra of the v motions is shown. The profiles indi-
cates that the most energetic eddies reside mainly in the near wall region and thus their correspon-
dent size is O(2
√
δ+). At this region the spectral energy contributions are nearly constant about
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Figure 3.8: a and b coefficients in the curve fit λ+v (peaks) = a(y
+)b over the range 2.6
√
δ+ ≤
y+ ≤ 0.5δ+ for profiles in figure 3.7.Dashed line curve fit is given by b = 0.0626 log(δ+)+0.1054.
fφvv ≈ 0.32 and their end is delimited by a clear spectral peak (herein called inner peak) at the
onset of layer IV (see also figure 3.4). After the inner peak, the sinusoidal-like pattern of the pre-
multiplied energy spectra show a steep negative slope moving towards an approximately plateau
region inhabited by eddies of a similar energetic content (fφvv ≈ 0.25) with a local minimum at
y+ ≈ 0.3δ+, herein called outer peak. This characteristic pattern has been also observed by Mathis
et al. (2009) for the pre-multiplied energy spectra of the streamwise velocity fluctuations.
The above discussed features indicate that the highest energetic eddies inhabit the sub-inertial
domain (layers I-III) while the lowest energetic eddies are found in the inertial domain (layer IV),






















A similar analysis regarding the v fluctuations is done for the spanwise vorticity fluctuations ωz.
The pre-multiplied energy spectral peaks for fφwz at different wall normal locations are computed
for δ+ in table 3.2 as a function of the associated spectral frequencies and wavelengths. Profiles in
figure 3.11 reveal that the frequencies at which ωz has its maximum amplitude have a very weak
Reynolds number and distance to the wall dependencies, in contrast to the v fluctuations. In fact,
the ωz peak frequencies (f+wz(peak)) exhibit consistently very little variation across the boundary
layer extent at each δ+. They fluctuate in a narrow band of frequencies (0.05 . f+wz(peak) . 0.1),
thus leading to a limited range of dominant wavelength-scales for ωz. Different features of the
wavelength-scale dependencies of the most energetic spanwise vorticity motions λωz(peak) are dis-
cussed next. Profiles in figure 3.12 approach to λωz(peak) ≈ O(
√
δ+) as δ+ increases. Additionally,















Figure 3.10: Pre-multiplied energy spectral peaks of the wall-normal velocity fluctuations, fφvv as
a function of y+ for different δ+.
by comparing the consistent upward trends with the power law fit λ+ωz(peak) = 45y
1/9 (black solid
line). The small power in the power law fit that approaches to 0.1 as δ+ → ∞ confirms the weak
dependence of λωz(peaks) with the distance to the wall. The square root Reynolds number depen-
dence is explored in figure 3.13, which shows compelling evidence of the previous observations.
For instance, although the profiles do not collapse under the
√
δ+ normalization, the wavelength-
scales approximate to λωz(peaks) ≈ O(
√
δ+) as δ+ increases and remains relatively constant across
the boundary layer.
Following the spectral energy analysis in § 3.3.1, the most energetic wz fluctuations are shown
in figure 3.14, some interesting features are worth to be highlighted from these profiles. First, the
pre-multiplied energy spectra for the ωz motions approximate to a constant value of fφωz ≈ 0.32
in layers I-III and extends to the edge of layer IV (y+ ≈ 0.3δ+) at the different δ+. Second, these
contributions for the range y+ . 3
√












Figure 3.11: Inner normalized frequency f+ωz(peak) at which fφωz attains its maximum amplitude
as a function of the wall normal location y+ for different δ+.
profiles in the same domain (see figures 3.14 and 3.10). Lastly, note that the fφωz values decrease
beyond the inertial domain, this indicates that the ωz motions do not contribute significantly to the
transport of momentum in such domain. This is in agreement with recent PIV observations by
de Silva et al. (2016), where regions of high intense vorticity are rarely observed at this domain.
In the vorticity transport framework, the individual behavior of λv(peak) and λωz(peak) illustrates
that the v motions dominate the scale selection process in layer IV and as a result a continuous
length-scale separation for the vωz interaction is observed at this domain. This is in agreement
with the Lβ hierarchy layer width distribution for canonical wall bounded flows as described by
Klewicki (2013c). To corroborate better previous argument, the λv(peak)/λωz(peak) ratio profiles
at the given δ+ are shown in figure 3.15. Note that in figure 3.15(a), the ratio remains O(1) in
the sub-inertial domain, this confirms that the characteristic scale of v and ωz motions is approxi-
mately O(
√












Figure 3.12: Inner normalized wavelengths λωz(peak) at which fφωz attains its maximum amplitude
as a function of the wall normal location y+ for different δ+. The power law fit λ+ωz(peak) = 45y
1/9
(black dashed line) for δ+ = 1951 is plotted as a reference in the inertial region.
here, in the inertial domain the λv(peak) motions increase monotonically several decades bigger
than λωz(peak). In figure 3.15(b) the
√
δ+ dependence for λωz(peak) is suppressed by the y+/
√
δ+
normalization. As a consequence the λωz(peak) profiles become nearly constant (see figure 3.13)
and thus the power law dependence of λv(peak) is revealed. This is exemplified by the power-law
fits in figure 3.15(b) (black solid lines), where the ratio approximates to λv(peak)/λωz(peak) = Cy+α
and α ' 1 as δ+ →∞. To summarize and in accord with Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) there
is evidence that the most energetic contributions for the wz fluctuations at different wall normal
locations are associated with a constant wavelength λwz(peak) ≈ O(2
√
δ+) across the boundary
layer. In contrast with the v fluctuations, where the wavelength λv(peak) of the most energetic con-
tributions scales with the distance to the wall at the given δ+. These observations indicate that the























flow while the wavelength-scales of the wall normal fluctuations increase proportionally to y+ as
they move upward in the boundary layer.
3.3.3 Quadrant analysis
In this section the spatial distribution of the v and ωz motions is examined using the joint P.d.f.
(JP.d.f.) analysis (Wallace, 2016). Signals were normalized by their respective local root mean
square (rms) values. Figure 3.16 shows the v+ω+z JP.d.f. at the beginning of the inertial domain
(y+ ' 2.6√δ+) for δ+ = 7894. The elliptical-like shape seems to align its major axis in quadrants
two Q2(ω+z < 0, v
+ > 0) and four Q4(ω+z > 0, v
+ < 0) illustrating that the biggest contributions
belong to the ejection and sweep quadrants,Q2 andQ4 respectively. The biggest tail of the ellipsoid
in Q4 suggests that sweep events are preferred at this location, which physically can be interpreted
as VFs being transported to the near wall region. The vertical color-bar indicates that the most
















Figure 3.14: Pre-multiplied energy spectral peaks of the spanwise vorticity fluctuations, fφωz as a
function of y+ for different δ+.
(black solid lines) in the upper and right panels. As can be seen in the upper plot, the ω+z P.d.f. is
negative skewed when compared to a Gaussian-fit distribution (black dashed line), this evidences
that the counter-clockwise rotating motions are more frequent at this position. On the other hand,
the v+ P.d.f. is nearly symmetrical and approach very well to the Gaussian distribution fit in the
right panel. These features are clarified by the weighted JP.d.f. at the same wall normal location
(figure 3.17), using Eq. 3.8 the quadrant contributions are obtained by computing the covariance
integrand v+ω+z P (v
+, ω+z ) at each v
+ and ω+z value.
As it was expected, the size of the ellipsoids in figure 3.17 confirms that Q2 and Q4 are the
dominant quadrants and have similar contributions. The vertical color-bar shows two diverging
tones, the darker colors correspond to the negative contributions (Q2 and Q4), whereas the lighter
colors indicate positive contributions (Q1(ω+z > 0, v
+ > 0 and Q3(ω+z < 0, v

























Figure 3.15: Inner normalized λv(peak)/λωz(peak) ratios. (a) versus y+, (b) versus y+/
√
δ+. Power
law fit ( ) is λv(peak)/λωz(peak) = ay+b and the a and b coefficients in ascending order are a =
0.7, 1.1, 1.3 and b = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 respectively.
extreme values for each contribution are depicted by the red solid contour in the first quadrant (Q1)
and the red dashed contour in Q4. Note that although Q2 ellipsoid is slightly bigger, the maximum
value is found in Q4. A similar analysis is performed at the end of the inertial domain y+ =
0.3δ+. In figure 3.18 is observed that Q2 and Q4 motions are approximately evenly distributed,
suggesting that there is not a preferred direction for the transport of vorticity (away from or towards
the wall has the same probability). The even contributions can be confirmed by examining the
individual P.d.f. distributions, where they are approximately Gaussian centered at a mean of µ = 0
and the amplitude for the ω+z fluctuations have decreased at this wall normal position. These
findings are supported by examining the weighted JP.d.f. in figure 3.19, note that the contributions
from Q2 and Q4 are qualitatively equal. Similarly, the Q1 and Q3 contributions are observed
to have the same magnitude, however, they remain smaller than the Q2 and Q4 contributions.

























Figure 3.16: Joint P.d.f. of the velocity-vorticity product (v+ω+z ) at y
+ = 2.6
√
δ+ for δ+ = 7894.
The top and side panels show the root mean square normalized P.d.f.s of ω+z and v
+ (solid lines)
compared with their respective Gaussian distribution fit (dashed lines). Vertical color-bar indicates
the values for the contours starting at a minimum value (darker colors) of 2× 10−3 and increasing
up to a maximum value (lighter colors) of 2× 10−2.
of the quadrants contributions is desirable. In the present analysis this is achieved by computing
the fractional contributions of each quadrant to the total vωz+ contribution. Namely, the total
contribution of each quadrant vωz+q is obtained by integrate the covariance integrand in Eq. 3.8
over a specific quadrant (q) at different y+ positions across the boundary layer. Thereafter, the
total quadrant contribution is divided by the velocity-vorticity coefficient vωz+ at the specific wall
normal location. Thus, at a given fixed y+ position, the sum of the all four fractional quadrant
contributions must be one. Figure 3.20 shows the vωz+q /vωz
+ profiles for the specified δ+ in
table 3.2. Some important distinctive features are mentioned as follows. i) the fractional quadrant
contributions Q2 ( ) are dominant for all δ+ and have a similar magnitude to vωz+ across the
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δ+ = 7894. The signals are normalized by their respective root mean square fluctuations v+rms
and ω+z rms. Vertical color-bar indicates the values for the contours starting at a negative value
(darker colors) of −6 × 10−3 and increasing up to a positive value (lighter colors) of 3 × 10−3.
Maximum positive value is depicted by the red solid contour while the maximum negative value is
represented by the red dashed contour.
boundary layer. Furthermore, these contributions exceed the vωz+ magnitude in the subinertial
domain and then decrease smoothly to become roughly 90% of the overall vωz+ in the inertial
domain. This trend can be interpreted as the wall normal advection of vorticity is dominant in
the near wall region and reaches its maximum at the onset of layer IV, just exactly where the VF
formation mechanism is associated. The above findings are consistent with the observations by
Willmarth & Lu (1972), who found that more than 80% of the total shear stress could be attributed
to ejections events. Here, we recall that vωz+ correlation is related with the stress production
through Eq. 3.6. In consequence, our analysis confirms that these events are more likely to be
























Figure 3.18: Joint P.d.f. of the velocity-vorticity product (v+ω+z ) at y
+ = 0.3δ+ for δ+ = 7894.
The top and side panels show the root mean square normalized P.d.f.s of ω+z and v
+ (solid lines)
compared with their respective Gaussian distribution fit (dashed lines). Vertical color-bar indicates
the values for the contours starting at a minimum value (darker colors) of 2× 10−3 and increasing
up to a maximum value (lighter colors) of 2× 10−2.
and reported that the majority of the intense ejection events arise from the wall, while the sweep
events tend to move downwards.
ii) Q4 ( ) fractional quadrant contributions represent around 80% of the total contribution and
exhibit very little variation in magnitude across the extend of the boundary layer independently of
δ+. At the near wall region Q2 contributions dominate over Q4 contributions, however starting at
layer IV both contributions approaches to the same magnitude as y+ increases. This can be visu-
ally confirmed by inspecting the size of the ellipsoids in the weighted JP.d.f. at the boundaries of
the inertial domain in figures 3.17 and 3.19 respectively. iii) Q1 ( ) and Q3 (×) fractional quadrant
contributions account for nearly 40% of the total contribution in the subinertial domain and then
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Figure 3.19: Weighted joint P.d.f. of the velocity-vorticity product (v+ω+z ) at y
+ = 0.3δ+ for
δ+ = 7894. Vertical color-bar indicates the values for the contours starting at a negative value
(darker colors) of −8× 10−3 and increasing up to a positive value (lighter colors) of 3× 10−3.
their magnitudes decrease up to closely 10% of the total contribution at the inertial domain.
Our results thus far suggest that the negative quadrant contributions (i.e., ejections and sweep
motions) dominate the dynamics of the vorticity transport mechanism across the boundary layer,
independent of δ+. These findings evidence the close physical connection between the aforemen-
tioned mechanism and the Reynolds stress gradient (equation. 3.6). Specifically, several studies
(Wallace, James M. Eckelmann, Helmut. Brodkey, 1972; Willmarth & Lu, 1972; Lu & Willmarth,
1973; Jiménez et al., 2010) have found that the Q2 and Q4 motions are the largest contributors to
the Reynolds shear stress. And since the vωz term is the largest contributor to the Reynolds stress
gradient at least in the inertial domain, it is natural to assume that Q2 and Q4 motions play an
important role in the dynamics of the vorticity transport mechanism. In the context of the vωz+






































































Figure 3.20: Fractional quadrant contributions of the velocity-vorticity zero lagged correlation
vωz
+ for δ+ in table 3.2, δ+ increases from left to right descending vertically. The different quad-
rant contributions are denoted as follows Q1 ( ), Q2 ( ), Q3 (×) and Q4 ( ).
the mean vorticity) vortical structures that move away from the wall, while Q4(ω+z ,−v+) motions
are associated with counterclockwise-rotating vortical structures moving toward the wall (Klewicki
et al., 1994; Klewicki & Hirschi, 2004). This physical picture is consistent with the more estab-
lished Reynolds stress interpretation of Q2 and Q4 motions, where they are associated with the
transport of momentum from and towards the wall respectively.
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3.4 KLD analysis
In the preceding sections the coupled dynamics of the v and ωz motions was studied by quantifying
their most significant contributions to the vorticity transport mechanism. The marginal P.d.f.s
(the top and right hand side panels) of the JP.d.f. contours provided a detailed insight of the v+
and ω+z amplitude distributions and their affiliated properties (e.g., scale separation and selection,
spatial distribution, etc.) at each wall normal position. Additionally, it was also mentioned in
§ 3.3.3 that the v+ P.d.f. profiles exhibited a close Gaussian trend across the boundary layer.
While, the ω+z P.d.f. profiles were negative skewed at the beginning of the inertial domain to
become approximately Gaussian distributed at the end of this domain. At high δ+, where the
inertial domain is bigger, the scale selection phenomena becomes more noticeable by means of
the variation in the shape of P.d.f.s for the v and ωz turbulent fluctuations. In brief, the changes
in shape are a manifestation of underlying scaling properties such as the variation of the length
scale for the v motions or the constancy of the length scale for the ωz motions. For this reason,
in this section we focus in the use of these P.d.f. distributions as a self-similarity assessment tool.
Following the process described in § 3.2, we attempt to quantify the degree of self-similarity of the
v+ and ω+z P.d.f.s profiles by comparing their respective KLD coefficients at different wall normal
positions for the given δ+.
3.4.1 v divergence measurement
Figure 3.21 shows that the KLD profiles for the v+ fluctuations have a similar structure in-
dependently of δ+. For instance, a steep decaying trend in the near wall region, then a constant
logarithmic-like decaying in the layer IV domain until reach the global minimum at the end of this
domain, where the v+ P.d.f.s are closest to a Gaussian distribution. Finally, the KLD v+ profiles
increase until their maximum value at the edge of the boundary layer (y+ ≈ δ+). These trends
are consistent with the previous results in figures 3.16 and 3.18, where the individual P.d.f.s for v+












Figure 3.21: KLD v+ profiles measured relative to a Gaussian P.d.f.
The logarithmic decaying region is of central interest since it shows some degree of self-
similarity at different δ+. Additionally this is the region where the KLD v+ profiles approach
closely to an equivalent Gaussian distribution. Therefore a close examination on its boundaries and
the wall normal position where the logarithmic trend occurs is further explored. Figures 3.22(a)
and (b) show that the starting point of the logarithmic region coincides with the onset of the iner-
tial domain at y+ ≈ 2.6√δ+, and that the ending point is approximately at the edge of the inertial
domain at y+ ≈ 0.3δ+. By computing the derivative of D(Pv+‖PG) respect to y+ the domain of
the constant slope region can be verified. Figure 3.23(a) confirms that the constant slope region is
extended across the entire layer IV domain. For completeness, figure 3.23(b) shows the curve-fit
coefficients of D(Pv+‖PG) = a log(y+) + b for the KLD v+ profiles in the aforementioned do-
main. It is worth to note that both coefficients shows a very weak δ+ dependence, the a coefficients
remain approximately constant as δ+ increases and the b coefficients do not exhibit any clear dis-
























decaying for the v+ P.d.f.s at δ+ ≈ O(104) is D(Pv+‖PG) = 0.002 log(y+)− 0.005.
Present results show that the end limit of the logarithmic decaying region coincides with the
minimum peak value (y+peak) of the KLD v
+ profiles. As it was stated before, at this position the
v+ distributions are closer to an equivalent Gaussian distribution. Figure 3.24 shows compelling
evidence that this position is indeed the end of the inertial domain as the power law fit y+ ≈ 0.4δ+
suggests. The above discussed findings provides additional evidence of the wavelength-scale vari-
ation (e.g., the wall normal dependency) of the v motions in the inertial domain.
3.4.2 ωz divergence measurement
The KLD coefficients for the ω+z signal are also investigated for different δ
+. Profiles in fig-
ure 3.25 reveal that the KLD ω+z values are approximately constant across the extent of the bound-
ary layer at each δ+. In an attempt to identify the boundaries of the KLD ω+z invariant region,
































Figure 3.23: Bounds estimation measurements for the constant logarithmic decaying region of the
KLD v+ profiles in figure 3.22. (a) dDv+/dy+ versus y+/2.6
√
δ+. (b) a and b coefficients of the
curve fitting D(Pv+‖PG) = a log(y+) + b over the range 2.6
√
δ+ ≤ y+ ≤ 0.3δ+. Solid line curve
fit is given by a = 0.0002 log(δ+)−0.004 and dashed line curve fit by b = 0.0005 log(δ+)+0.014.
Note that although the KLD ω+z profiles do not exhibit an apparent Reynolds number dependence,
as δ+ increases the KLD ω+z coefficients values remain constant around 0.1. By comparing the
v+ and ω+z KLD coefficients, we noticed that the formers are several decades closer to a Gaussian
distribution. This observation agrees very well with the results in § 3.3, where the w+z P.d.f.s were
mainly negative skewed across the boundary layer.
The overall results in this section indicate that the v motions increase in amplitude with the
wall distance and their distribution becomes more Gaussian in the edge of the inertial domain. On
the other hand, the ωz motions exhibit an approximately constant amplitude independent of δ+.
These features have been also observed in the spectral analysis (see § 3.3).
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Figure 3.24: Reynolds number dependence of the minimum point y+peak in the KLD profiles versus











































A UNIFORM MOMENTUM ZONE-VORTICAL FISSURE MODEL OF
THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Multiscale analysis of the mean momentum equation 2.18 in chapter 2 revealed that this equa-
tion admits a continuous scaling layer hierarchy Lβ across the inertial region. Physically the Lβ
layers are associated with the sizes of the eddies responsible for wallward momentum transport
across the boundary layer. In turbulent wall bounded flows at high δ+, Lβ has the property that
it can be represented as a discrete hierarchy of layers which size increases with the distance to
the wall by a constant factor φc = 1.62. Analogously, by virtue of the same principle a constant
increment of momentum between adjacent layers is found to be O(uτ ). In the present chapter a
simple numerical model is build by associating this set of velocity and length scaling to the shear
layer-like motions (VF) of the instantaneous TBL structure. Thus, the random redistribution of the
VFs will create different spatial arrangements of uniform momentum zones as observed initially
by Meinhart & Adrian (1995). This chapter corresponds to the publication under the same name
by the author of this thesis (Cuevas Bautista et al., 2019).
4.1 Introduction
A grand aim of physics is to seek simplification by distilling the most basic elements out of com-
plex phenomena. Quantitative models can be constructed from a minimal set of postulated ele-
ments, and then tested against available empirical data. Satisfactory agreement with the data gen-
erally suggests that a certain level of physical understanding has been attained. In this spirit, we
seek in this investigation to develop a simple model of the turbulent boundary layer by leveraging
a body of research over the past two decades that has transformed important aspects of our under-
standing of such flows. Characterizations of statistical structure, in particular, now more clearly
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reflect the interactions across scales and the influence of increasing scale separation with increasing
Reynolds number (Klewicki, 2010). With this improved understanding come new opportunities to
more efficiently represent the basic mechanisms that underlie the observed flow properties and
their Reynolds number dependencies. Specifically, we employ here a complementary set of theo-
retically educed and empirically observed findings to formulate a simple model for the streamwise
velocity fluctuations in turbulent wall flows. In essence, this model leverages the physical space
manifestation of scale separation between the momentum and vorticity fields that emerges with
increasing Reynolds number in these flows.
The empirical foundation of the present model is provided by the increasingly binary spatial
structure of the instantaneous spanwise vorticity field with increasing Reynolds number, as first
revealed by the particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements of Meinhart & Adrian (1995).
These authors observed that, in the outer region of the turbulent boundary layer (say y/δ & 0.05,
where y is the coordinate normal to the wall and δ is the boundary layer thickness), there exist large-
scale zones of nearly uniform streamwise (x) momentum, which they called uniform momentum
zones (UMZs). Meinhart and Adrian also observed that adjacent UMZs are separated by slender
regions of intense spanwise vorticity, ω˜z. Here, •˜ denotes a total instantaneous quantity; that is,
ω˜z = Ωz + ωz, where henceforth an uppercase variable denotes a temporal or ensemble mean
and a lowercase variable represents the fluctuation about this mean. For subsequent references
u˜, v˜, and w˜ are the total velocity components in x, y, and z directions, respectively. Following
Priyadarshana et al. (2007), we call the shear-layer-like motions vortical fissures (VFs), since
the internal vorticity structure of these motions has not yet been well documented and may in
fact exhibit significant Reynolds number dependence. The spatial arrangement of VFs and UMZs
causes the instantaneous streamwise velocity profile to take on a staircase-like character, with most
of the net velocity variation being spatially intermittent and concentrated within the VFs (Meinhart
& Adrian, 1995). The target of the present model is to capture essential features of the momentum
transport associated with this heterogeneous structure.
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Shear-layer-like interfaces and concentrated internal shear layers have long been thought to
play an important role in the dynamics of turbulent flows (Corssin & Kistler, 1955; Westerweel
et al., 2009; Ishihara et al., 2013; da Silva et al., 2014; Chauhan et al., 2014a; Kwon et al., 2014;
Eisma et al., 2015). In an isothermal constant density viscous flow, molecular diffusion is the
sole means by which irrotational fluid particles can gain vorticity. Corssin & Kistler (1955) lever-
aged this physical constraint to advance the concept of the viscous superlayer: the wrinkled sheet
of viscous vortical fluid comprising the corrugated instantaneous interface at the outer edge of
a turbulent shear flow. Since then, numerous studies have attempted to determine the properties
associated with turbulent/non-turbulent interfaces (e.g. da Silva et al. (2014)). Owing to the diffi-
culties in measuring vorticity directly, with few exceptions (e.g. see Klewicki et al. (1992)), most
of these investigations have used thresholds on surrogate quantities, e.g. velocity magnitudes or
jumps in temperature, to identify the bounding interface (Chen & Blackwelder, 2014). The ad-
vent of increasingly high Reynolds number direct numerical simulations (DNS) and reasonably
well-resolved PIV has allowed for estimates of the thickness of, and velocity increment across, the
viscous superlayer and, similarly, the widths, velocity increments and average spacing (≈ UMZ
widths) of the internal shear layers (VFs) in wall-bounded flows (Adrian et al., 2000; Chauhan
et al., 2014a; Kwon et al., 2014; Eisma et al., 2015).
The present model construction finds its firmest theoretical basis in the region where the mean
viscous force in the mean momentum balance is sub-dominant, i.e. in the inertial domain. This
condition is significant since it is commensurate with the VFs occupying a diminishing fraction of
the overall flow volume in the limit of very large friction Reynolds number δ+ ≡ δuτ/ν, where
uτ is the friction velocity and ν is the kinematic viscosity, and is physically in accord with the
dominance of advective vorticity transport in that region. In contrast, the motions bearing high-
amplitude vorticity in the near-wall region are nearly continuously distributed in space, i.e. spac-
ing filling (Johansson & Alfredsson, 1991; Jiménez & Pinelli, 1999; Klewicki & Hirschi, 2004),
and the vorticity field is much more strongly influenced by the mechanism of vorticity stretching
(Klewicki, 2013a).
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Despite its simplicity, the present modeling framework implicitly reflects and explicitly in-
corporates a number of estimated UMZ and VF properties. Through the use of existing PIV
measurements, along with threshold crossing analysis of well-resolved ωz time series, Klewicki
(2013a) provided the first estimates of the average VF width fw as a function of δ+. These planar
PIV and time-series based estimates exhibit good agreement at laboratory scale δ+, indicating that
fw/δ ≈ 1.3/
√
δ+, which also approximates the Taylor microscale ΛT up to δ+ ≈ 15, 000 (Marusic
& Adrian, 2012). This scaling with ΛT also agrees with the lower-δ+ ωz time series measurements
of Klewicki & Falco (1996), showing that the average scale of the ωz bearing motions on the iner-
tial domain becomes independent of y+, and simultaneously of the detection threshold (> ωzrms).
Similarly, the recent high resolution PIV measurements of Eisma et al. (2015) at δ+ ≈ 2050 indi-
cate that the fissure width is about 40% of the Taylor scale across the entire outer region, a result
that is essentially identical to earlier ωz event duration analyses (Klewicki & Falco, 1996) and rein-
forced by recent PIV analyses at higher δ+ (de Silva et al., 2017). Relevant to asymptotic structure,
large field-of-view PIV measurements at the Surface Layer Turbulence and Environmental Science
Test (SLTEST) facility (Klewicki et al., 1995) by Morris et al. (2007) exploited the near-neutral
atmospheric surface layer (ASL) to attain a very high Reynolds number condition: δ+ ≈ 600, 000.
These data not only provide further evidence that UMZs and VFs exist, but also suggest that, at
these very large δ+, the internal structure of the VFs is spatially complex. Thus, this VF structure
is potentially different from that observed at lower Reynolds numbers, where some observations
suggest that the VFs comprise a concatenation of discrete vortices (Adrian et al., 2000). Owing to
limitations on the spatial resolution of the measurements by Morris et al., however, the variation
of the internal structure of the VFs with δ+ remains an open question. Nevertheless, it is intriguing
that estimates of the VF thickness derived from the PIV measurements of Morris et al. also show
good agreement with the fw/δ ≈ 1.3/
√
δ+ dependence ascertained at lower δ+. On the other hand,
the vorticity time series and Taylor scale estimates from the SLTEST site show much smaller values
than fw/δ as measured by PIV (Klewicki, 2013a). This discrepancy between the different detec-
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tion methods is consistent with the possibility that VFs develop an internal turbulence structure at
sufficiently large δ+.
Theoretical justification for the 1/
√
δ+ scaling of the dimensionless fissure width comes from
the mean momentum equation analysis of Klewicki (2013c). Consistently, the inertial-layer self-
sustaining process (SSP) theory of Chini et al. (2017) and its more recent revision by Montemuro
et al. (2018), both of which are derived directly from an asymptotic reduction of the Navier–Stokes
equations, predict that the outer normalized fissure thickness scales approximately like 1/δ+2/5
and 1/δ+7/16, respectively. Recent PIV measurements by de Silva et al. (2016) further suggest
an approximately logarithmic δ+-dependence of the average number of fissures (or UMZs) in the
outer region, while those of Eisma et al. (2015) and de Silva et al. (2017) confirm that the average
velocity jump across each fissure is slightly greater than uτ . Below we demonstrate that these
findings are consistent with the present model framework and its theoretical foundations.
Beyond further structural characterizations, other studies have sought to describe how the spa-
tial arrangement of UMZs and VFs affects momentum transport. Priyadarshana et al. (2007)
reported measurements of velocity-vorticity products in the near-neutral ASL (δ+ ≈ 800, 000).
These statistics are of interest because wall-normal gradients of the Reynolds shear stress and tur-
bulent kinetic energy are related to the differences between specific velocity-vorticity correlations.
They found evidence that the co-spectra between v and ωz (underlying the vωz correlation con-
tributing to the Reynolds shear stress gradient, where the overbar refers to a long-time or ensemble
average) largely arises owing to a scale selection between the v and ωz signals. Under this scale
selection, the signals derive their greatest co-spectral contributions from motions having wave-
lengths near the respective peaks of the v and ωz spectra, and less so from the wavenumber range
where these individual spectra overlap. This behaviour occurs at high Reynolds numbers when
the spectral peaks of v and ωz correspond to distinctly disparate wavenumbers. Priyadarshana et
al. interpreted these results to be associated with the meandering of the slender vortical fissures
by the less intense but much larger-scale v motions within the UMZs. The large-δ+ asymptotic
theory of Montemuro et al. (2018) suggests a complementary interpretation: even if the UMZ/VF
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structure is static, the wall-normal component of the streamwise roll velocity in the UMZ is weak
and of large scale precisely where there exists intense spanwise vorticity within the VF, as required
by the SSP force balance. Building on the work of Priyadarshana et al. (2007), Morrill-Winter &
Klewicki (2013) explored scale-separation induced phenomena in greater detail. They found that
within the inertial domain (where the VFs and UMZs exist) the cospectrum of v and ωz has a shape
that closely mimics the v spectrum, thus indicating a scale selection that is predominantly dictated
by the v motions. This finding is consistent with existing evidence that the vωz contribution to
the Reynolds stress gradient is most significant on the inertial domain, and reinforces the hypothe-
sis that the associated momentum transport mechanistically derives from the spatial dispersion of
motions bearing concentrated ωz (Morrill-Winter & Klewicki, 2013). The model developed herein
is consistent with the idea that the advective transport of the VFs occurs at scales that are large
relative to the VF width, and increasingly so as δ+ →∞.
In what follows, we first describe and further justify in § 4.2 the theoretical basis for the present
model. Details of the model construction are given in § 4.3 and results are presented in § 4.4.
This discussion is followed, in § 5.5, by a sensitivity analysis of the results to selected parameter
variations in the model. In the concluding section (§ ??), the strengths and limitations of the model
are assessed within the context of boundary layer physics.
4.2 Model basis
The primary properties of the model developed here are based upon the self-similar dynamical
structure of turbulent wall flows as determined via analysis of the mean streamwise momentum
equation (Wei et al., 2005; Klewicki et al., 2009, 2014; Morrill-Winter et al., 2017). Although
the analysis has been extensively documented in the literature (including in the references just
cited), to keep the article self-contained, a condensed description of the analysis with a focus on
the elements most relevant to the present model construction is provided here. Equation (4.1) gives



































Here T+ ≡ −uv+ represents the Reynolds stress. Note that in both cases the mean momentum
balance is composed of three terms. From left to right the balance in the boundary layer includes
mean inertia (MI), the mean viscous force (MV) and turbulent inertia (TI), whereas in the channel
the mean pressure gradient (PG), the mean viscous force (MV) and turbulent inertia (TI) comprise
the momentum balance.
Unlike the balance of terms in the equations for laminar channel or boundary layer flow, the
terms in these equations are not of leading-order importance uniformly throughout the flow. In
fact, the dominant balance (involving either two or three of the terms) changes with distance from
the wall such that there is a well-defined four region structure (Wei et al., 2005), revealed through
the ratio MV/TI as shown in figure 4.1. Within three of these regions, (4.1) or (4.2) is brought into
balance with two large terms dominating one small term (regions I, II and IV), while in another
region (region III), all three terms contribute significantly to the balance. Thus, while all of the
three terms in (4.1) or (4.2) are of leading order importance over some portion of the wall-normal
domain 0 ≤ y ≤ δ, in three of the four regions there emerges only two dominant terms. An
especially significant feature of this structure is that there exists a Reynolds number dependent
position from the wall at which the mean viscous force becomes sub-dominant. This position is
depicted by the outer edge of region III located at y+ = 2.6
√
δ+ for channel flow. Beyond this
location the mean momentum equation is inertially dominated, comprising a balance between the
pressure gradient and turbulent inertia in the channel and between mean inertia and turbulent inertia
in the boundary layer. The
√
δ+ dependence of this position is analytically predicted by the mean
equation theory (Wei et al., 2005). The scaling properties of the region widths and their velocity













Figure 4.1: Sketch of the four region structure of turbulent wall-bounded flows at a representa-
tive, large Reynolds number: region I |MI/PG| ' |MV |  |TI|; region II |MV | ' |TI| 
|MI/PG|; region III |MI/PG| ' |MV | ' |TI|; region IV |MI/PG| ' |TI|  |MV | (Wei
et al., 2005).
Analysis of the mean momentum equation reveals an underlying similarity structure, one con-
sequence of which is a logarithmic mean-velocity-profile solution determined by directly integrat-
ing the mean equation (Klewicki & Oberlack, 2015; Morrill-Winter et al., 2017). This logarithmic
profile arises as result of distance from the wall or y-scaling, distinct from wall-flow represen-
tations that assume y-scaling (e.g. Townsend’s attached-eddy framework, see Townsend (1976);
Perry & Marusic (1995)). Here y-scaling is analytically required for the mean momentum equa-
tion to admit an invariant form that respects the leading order balance of terms with increasing y.
Specifically, the mean equation can be continuously rescaled into a single parameter-free form that
is valid on each layer of a continuous and self-similar hierarchy of layers spanning a domain from
y = O(ν/uτ ) to y = O(δ). On each layer of this hierarchy, the rescaling is such that all of the
terms in the mean equation are retained at leading order – a condition that reflects the changing
average scale of the turbulent motions responsible for the wallward momentum flux with distance
from the wall. The width W of each hierarchy layer physically reflects the size of the turbulent
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Physical Region Magnitude Ordering ∆y Increment ∆U Increment
I |PG| ≈ |MV|  |TI| O(ν/uτ ) (≤ 3) O(uτ ) (≤ 3)
II |MV| ≈ |TI|  |PG| O(√νh/uτ ) (≈ 1.6) O(Uc) (≈ 0.5)
III |PG| ≈ |MV| ≈ |TI| O(√νh/uτ ) (≈ 1.0) O(uτ ) (≈ 1)
IV |PG| ≈ |TI|  |MV| O(h) (→ 1) O(Uc) (→ 0.5)
Table 4.1: Magnitude ordering and scaling behaviors associated with the structure of the leading order
balance of mean forces in canonical turbulent channel flow. Note that PG, MV and TI refer to the mean
pressure gradient, mean viscous force and turbulent inertia terms that, from left to right, are given in (4.2);
Uc is the mean centerline velocity; and h is the channel half-height. Regions I, II, III and IV are indicated
in figure 4.1.
motions responsible for wallward momentum transport (Klewicki et al., 2014), i.e. those motions
associated with negative Reynolds stress. The theory prescribes a width and streamwise velocity
increment for each layer: in the present model construction, a UMZ and its companion VF are
effectively interpreted as one such layer on the layer hierarchy.
The sketch in figure 4.2(a) depicts that each point on the monotonically decreasing portion of
the dT+/dy+ profile (i.e. y > ypi, where ypi denotes the peak location of the turbulent inertia)
uniquely corresponds to a wall-normal position, and at each of these positions there resides a layer
of finite width that is the member of the layer hierarchy at that point. Figure 4.2(b) plots these layer
widths using DNS data. The layer hierarchy follows from the fact that at each distance from the
wall, there is an average scale of motion at which the dynamics become inertially dominated (refer
to region IV in table 5.1, in which the mean viscous forces are negligible). The theory predicts that,
on average, the turbulent motions contributing to wallward momentum transport become inertially
dominated at an increasing scale with increasing distance from the wall (Klewicki, 2013c). The end
result is that when uτ and the local layer width W+(y+) are used to normalize the mean equation
under the requirement that all terms are of leading-order significance, then the re-normalized mean
momentum equation becomes parameter-free and invariant from one layer to the next. As can
be seen in figure 4.2(b), wallward of the inertial domain the W+ profile is a nonlinear function
of y+, but invariant with δ+. On the inertial domain, this invariance also holds (emerges) for
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Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic depiction of the self-similar layer hierarchy admitted by the mean
momentum equation. TI = turbulent inertia. (b) Distribution of hierarchy layer widths W+(y+) as
quantified using the channel flow DNS of Lee & Moser (2015). The line styles from top to bottom
correspond to: δ+ = 5200, δ+ = 2000, and δ+ = 1000. In the proposed model, each layer is
associated with a UMZ and a VF.
increasing δ+, but here W+ is well-approximated by a linear function of y+, and increasingly so
with increasing δ+. Thus, while the layer hierarchy is self-similar both interior to and on the inertial
domain, analyses on the inertial domain are simpler owing to the linear behaviour of W+(y+).
The linearity of the W+ profile on the inertial portion of the layer hierarchy underlies the loga-
rithmic dependence on y+ of the mean velocity profile. Here the mean momentum equation analy-
sis predicts the emergence (with increasing δ+) of an increasingly perfect dynamic self-similarity
from one layer to the next. This self-similarity enables closure of the mean momentum equa-
tion, so that it can be directly integrated, yielding a similarity solution that takes the form of the
universal logarithmic mean velocity profile as δ+ becomes large (Klewicki & Oberlack, 2015;
Morrill-Winter et al., 2017).
The absence of a leading-order mean viscous force on this logarithmic layer accords with the
observed structure of UMZs and VFs. Namely, the viscous/vortical regions in the inertial domain
occupy a diminishing fraction of the flow volume with increasing δ+, as is physically reflected
by the existence of the VFs. Conceptually, these motions effectively constitute “boundary layers"
within the turbulent boundary layer, a notion first promoted in Klewicki (2013b) and explored
in greater dynamical detail in Chini et al. (2017) and Montemuro et al. (2018). A discrete (but
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valid) version of the hierarchy layer structure on the inertial domain provides a theoretically based
recipe for assigning the wall-normal widths and velocity increments to the hierarchy layers with
increasing distance from the wall, as described next.
Owing to their finite width, adjacent layers on the continuous hierarchy obviously overlap. By
construction, however, the local scaling for any given layer formally holds over the extent of that
layer. Thus, the most straightforward way to convert the continuous hierarchy description into a
theoretically valid discrete representation is to stack adjacent layers such that the upper edge of one
layer is the lower edge of the next. In fact, this construction already has been pursued by Klewicki
et al. (2014), revealing a number of important features associated with the structure of the inertial
domain. Among these is that the relative position of the start of one discrete hierarchy layer (y+i )







for non-negative integer i, and the mean velocity increment from one layer to the next
U+i+1 − U+i ≡ ∆U+ ≈ φ2c lnφc. (4.4)
In these expressions φc ≈ (1+
√
5/2) ≈ 1.62 is the so-called Fife similarity parameter, and is equal
to the inverse of the asymptotically constant slope of the W+(y+) profile on the inertial domain
(see figure 4.2b). In the analysis, φ is the coordinate stretching function that produces an invariant
form of the mean momentum equation on each hierarchy layer. This asymptotic constancy of φ
(i.e. φ → φc) on the inertial domain also reflects a constant wall-normal flux of turbulent inertial
force. Namely, under normalization by W and uτ , the second derivative of the Reynolds stress
approaches the constant value 2/φc. A further mathematical consequence is that φ2c = 1/κ, where
κ is the von Kármán constant.
The number of discrete layers L on the inertial portion of the hierarchy increases logarithmi-
cally with δ+, and thus under this discrete construction is countably infinite as δ+ → ∞. The
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simplest way to generate an estimate for L is to note that the inertial layer starts at y+ ≈ φ2c
√
δ+
(Klewicki et al., 2014) and that the hierarchy ends at y+ ≈ δ+/2 (see figure 4.2b), and that between
these wall-normal locations the layers increase in scale according to the geometric progression
given by (5.4). As an approximation, here we assume that this geometric progression extends all
the way to δ and from this deduce that
W+max ≈ δ+ = φL+2c
√
δ+. (4.5)
Subsequently solving for L yields L = b1.04lnδ+ − 2c, where b•c is the floor function. A similar
but somewhat more complicated estimation procedure yields an estimate for L by accounting for
the velocity increments associated with the VFs. As depicted in figure 4.3, these two estimates
are nearly identical. Both, however, implicitly rely on the asymptotic approximation that all ve-
locity variation occurs within the VFs and, similarly, that the VFs are negligibly thick relative to
the UMZs. According to the present model construction (detailed below), the expectation is that
L roughly approximates the number of UMZs NUMZ in region IV of figure 4.1. These estimates
and the recently reported measurements of NUMZ by de Silva et al. (2016) are plotted in figure
4.3. As is apparent, the asymptotic predictions consistently over-estimate the measured values. A
number of sources, however, might contribute to the observed discrepancy. These include finite δ+
effects not accounted for in the analytical estimates, and the difficulties associated with accurately
estimating NUMZ experimentally. Regarding the former, at finite δ+ not all of the velocity varia-
tion is contained in the VFs, and thus must be spread (in some unknown manner) throughout the
UMZs (Klewicki, 2013b). Unraveling precisely how this effect modifies the analytical estimates
of NUMZ is not straightforward. Nevertheless, one can safely surmise that the effect reduces the
estimate of NUMZ ; for example, by considering the limiting case of smoothly distributed vorticity
throughout region IV – a scenario with no discernible VFs. For laboratory scale δ+ flows, Klewicki
(2013b) estimates that about 75% of the mean velocity variation is contained within the VFs. Thus,
a crude estimate for NUMZ at the δ+ of the measurements can be obtained simply by attenuating
the asymptotic estimates according to the percentage of velocity variation contained in the VFs,
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Figure 4.3: Number of uniform momentum zones NUMZ within region IV versus Reynolds num-
ber δ+: , as measured by de Silva et al. (2016); (upper black), as given by L, where L is the
analytically estimated number of inertial hierarchy layers; (upper black), as estimated by also
accounting for the velocity increments. Lower lines (blue) , , finite δ+ corrections to the
asymptotic estimates by weighting the percentage of mean vorticity contained in the VFs.
i.e. by multiplying the asymptotic estimates by 0.75. As shown in figure 4.3, this “simple” cor-
rection leads to a much better agreement with the data. Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity,
in the model construction described below we do not consider these effects, but instead invoke the
asymptotic δ+ approximation by assigning all mean velocity variation to the VFs.
4.3 Model construction
The detailed formulation of the UMZ/VF model is described in this section. The discussion is sep-
arated into two parts. First, the inertial layer formulation, which enjoys the theoretical grounding
given in § 4.2, is outlined. This is followed by an explication of the rationale for the model within
the sub-inertial (i.e. near-wall) domain.
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4.3.1 Inertial domain UMZ/VF model
The UMZ/VF structure on the inertial domain is represented by a set of N discrete layers of
concentrated vorticity (i.e. VFs) spaced according to (5.4). The velocity increment across each VF
is given by (4.4). The following additional model prescriptions are made: the (wall-normal) fissure
width f+w = 6 (this choice is justified a posteriori in later sections); consistent with the theoretical




δ+, where nV F is
the number of subinertial VFs; the mean velocity at this location is U+nV F+1 = 3.5 + 0.5U
+
c + 1.26,
which respectively accounts for the contributions from regions I–III; and the wall-normal position
y+NV F and corresponding velocity U
+
NV F
of the outer most fissure is obtained by setting the index
i = (NV F − 1) = L, where NV F is the number of VFs in the inertial region, in (5.4) and (4.4).
A modeling ambiguity arises for VFs of finite width, since the position of the (finite) VF is
not uniquely prescribed by (5.4). In the absence of further dynamic or kinematic constraints,
we empirically considered the respective ramifications associated with using the lower edge, the
centroid and the upper edge as the reference position for any given VF at y+i . Of these possibilities,
only the centroid prescription avoids the asymmetries inherent in edge assignment, and leads to a
computed mean profile that closely corresponds to the actual mean profile. The other choices either
consistently under- or over-estimate the mean velocity. Concomitantly, associating y+i with the
centroid of the i-th VF also significantly improves the prediction of the higher statistical moment
profiles.
The uniform velocity within each UMZ is associated with the edge velocities of the bounding














Consequently, grid points comprising the lower UMZ, between the y+i−1 and y
+
i centroids, have
characteristic momentum U+i,low and the grid points corresponding to the upper UMZ have char-
acteristic momentum U+i,up. Consistent with this set of rules, if there are N VFs, then the number
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Figure 4.4: φ˜(y+) vs y+ computed for channel flow DNS of Lee & Moser (2015). The line styles




of UMZs is N − 1. Beyond the specification of a constant freestream velocity boundary condi-
tion, the current model formulation does not account for a wake structure between the logarithmic
region and freestream. For this reason, and because channel flow DNS currently attain larger δ+
than do boundary layer DNS, we use the channel flow DNS data of Lee & Moser (2015) as a base-
line for validating the model. This DNS was performed at δ+ ' 5200, with a centerline velocity
U+c ' 26.5. Using these parameter values, there are nominally six UMZs beyond the outer edge
of region III, consistent with the asymptotic estimates given in figure 4.3.
4.3.2 Subinertial domain UMZ/VF model
The use of (5.4) and (4.4) to estimate the distribution of the vortical fissures and their char-
acteristic velocities has a well-founded theoretical basis in an interior domain where the flow is
inertially dominated, i.e. φ2c
√
δ+ . y+ . δ+/2. As noted in the preceding subsection, we ex-
tend application of these formulas to the centerline, and therefore choose to compare with channel
flow, since the deviation between the outer region mean velocity profile and the logarithmic profile
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tends to zero for channel flow as δ+ → ∞. Closer to the wall, the mean momentum equation
continues to admit a self-similar form, as evidenced by the universal W+ profile in figure 4.2(b).
The simple linear relationship between y+ and W+ is lost, however, and analytical representations
have yet to be developed. This more complicated W+(y+) function coincides with a leading-order
mean viscous force, an increasingly space-filling vorticity field as y+ decreases, and an increasing
significance of vorticity stretching and reorientation; e.g. see Klewicki (2013a).
While more rigorously based treatment of the subinertial region must await analytical predic-
tion of W+, herein we employ an empirical construction that meaningfully retains connection to a
hierarchy of layers of increasing scale with increasing y+. To do this, we first note that within the
region whereW+ ∝ y+ (i.e. where φ = φc) there is a well-defined asymptotic connection between










Here, it is useful to recall the analytical result that φ2c = 1/κ within the inertial sublayer (Klewicki,
2013c). Although the equality between the two expressions for φ2 in (4.8) does not hold on the
subinertial domain, the second expression provides a convenient surrogate (say, φ˜2) for φ2, since
like W+ these profiles do not vary with δ+. Profiles of φ˜ at different δ+ are plotted in figure 4.4.
Thus, in the model implementation, φ˜(y+) is approximated by a nonlinear curve fit to the DNS
data (also shown in figure 4.4). Use of this analytical fit then enables the allocation of spatial steps
and their associated velocity increments (essentially VFs and UMZs) on the subinertial domain.









Note that a logarithmic allocation of VFs, as chosen here, satisfies the linearization assumption,
while preserving the notion of a scale hierarchy. Specifically, Sreenivasan & Bershadskii (2006)
provide compelling evidence that logarithmic expansions in y provide an accurate means of rep-
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Figure 4.5: Discrete master velocity profile computed using (5.4) and (4.4) on the inertial domain,
and (4.9) on the subinertial domain.
resenting the mean velocity and Reynolds stress profiles from y = O(ν/uτ ) to y = O(δ) by
accounting for the number of hierarchical scales up to any given y position.
4.3.3 Generating statistically independent ensembles
The master profile (see figure 4.5), which represents the most probable arrangement of the VFs,
serves as the baseline from which the instantaneous velocity profiles are generated by repositioning








The statistical distribution P (Gaussian, uniform, exponential, beta, etc.) used to produce the new
VF centroid position y+i,new is empirically selected and a posteriori validated using the statistical
moments computed from the instantaneous velocity profiles. The velocity is presumed to vary
linearly across individual fissures. Note that, since each fissure is repositioned independently of its
neighbors, multiple fissures are allowed to overlap in a given instantaneous profile; these overlaps
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are more likely to occur in the near-wall region. When fissures do overlap, the velocity across a
fissure will vary piecewise linearly. Also note that, in the present model construction, the outer
most VF is not allowed to move.
A critical finding of the a posteriori validation of the model is that satisfactory agreement with
the DNS results can not be obtained simply by repositioning the VFs. (This was found to be true
regardless of the choice of model input parameters.) Specifically, compared to the DNS data, the
magnitude of the modelled streamwise velocity variance is smaller across the entire channel and
the sub-Gaussian behaviour of the velocity fluctuations within the inertial domain is not captured.
To correct this deficiency, and informed by the analyses of Klewicki et al. (2007) and Eyink (2008)
showing that an outward flux of vorticity is connected with an inward flux of momentum (at least in
the mean), a momentum exchange mechanism is incorporated into the model. Specifically, when a

















(U+i+1 − U+i ), y+i,new < y+i
(4.12)
is the momentum gain/loss as the VF moves to its new position (y+i,new). Effectively, (4.11) reas-
signs the momentum distribution in the instantaneous profile compared to the master profile based
on the wall-normal motion of a VF. Specifically, when a VF moves farther from the wall there is a
momentum loss compared to the master profile. Conversely, as a VF moves toward the wall there
is a momentum gain compared to the master profile. The magnitude of the momentum loss/gain
by a VF is proportional to its relative wall-normal displacement compared to the master profile
[(y+i − y+i,new)/(y+i+1 − y+i )]. The sensitivity of the modelled results to the momentum exchange





Sub-inertial domain Inertial domain
(Eq. 4.9) (Eq. 4.4)
Assign position and velocity of the VF centroids:
Create master profile:
Velocity profile within VFs
(Eq. 4.6)
(Eq. 4.7)
Create instantaneous  profile:
• Perturb VFs in wall-normal 
direction, using      (Eq. 4.10)
















Assign position and velocity of the VF centroids:
(Eq. 4.3)
Figure 4.6: Flowchart of the UMZ/VF model construction. Note that NV F equals the greatest
integer less than or equal to 1.04ln(δ+)− 1, i.e. L+ 1, where L roughly approximates the number
of UMZs in region IV.
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Figure 4.6 shows a flowchart of the UMZ/VF dynamical model. First, the flow is divided into
two dynamically distinct domains: subinertial (0 ≤ y+ ≤ φ2c
√
δ+) and inertial (φ2c
√
δ+ ≤ y+ ≤





in the inertial domain, for ease of calculation and, particularly, for use in the subinertial domain, it
is convenient to assign a much smaller fixed value. Nevertheless, we emphasize that (as shown in
§5.5) the modelled profiles are invariant for f+w .
√
δ+ in the inertial domain because VF widths
are significantly smaller than the mean separation between adjacent VFs. Next, the number of VFs
in each domain is determined (nV F and NV F for subinertial and inertial domains, respectively).
For the inertial domain NV F = L+ 1 while for the subinertial domain nV F is an empirical input to
the model that is determined once f+w and the positioning of the VFs are specified. In the inertial




δ+ with characteristic velocity
U+nV F+1 = 3.5 + 0.5U
+
c + 1.26. The positioning and the characteristic velocity of the adjacent
VFs is given by (5.4) and (4.4), respectively. In the subinertial domain, the position of the VF
centroid closest to the wall is y+1 = (f
+





the lower edge of the first VF is at the wall and has zero velocity (i.e. in accord with the no-slip
boundary condition). Adjacent VFs are logarithmically spaced moving outward from the wall.
The velocity variation within the VFs in the subinertial domain is computed using the empirical
relationship (4.9). Once the thickness, location and characteristic velocity of the VFs are specified,
a master profile (see figure 4.5) that represents the most probable arrangement of VFs is developed
using the UMZ construct given by (4.6) and (4.7). The VF positions are then perturbed in accord
with (5.11), and new velocities are assigned to the VFs corresponding to their new wall-normal
positions using the momentum exchange formula given in (4.11). Note that, in a perturbed profile,
subinertial and inertial VFs may cross, i.e. subinertial VFs can move into the inertial domain
and conversely. This model therefore naturally embodies an inner-outer interaction consistent
with the description of Klewicki et al. (2007) and the modulation studies of Mathis, Hutchins &
Marusic (2009). Following this algorithm, a new instantaneous velocity profile associated with the
perturbed UMZ/VF arrangement is generated. The process is repeated (e.g. 5000 times) to obtain
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sufficiently many independent realizations. Finally, the ensembles produced in this way are used
to calculate statistical moment profiles of the streamwise velocity. It is worth noting that a typical
run of 5000 realizations takes approximately one minute on a standard PC.
4.4 Turbulence statistics
As described in § 4.2 and § 4.3, the UMZ/VF model is grounded in the analysis of the mean stream-
wise momentum equation at high Reynolds numbers but requires the specification of a modicum
of empirically-determined inputs. In particular, the results presented in this section have been pro-
duced using a positively-skewed Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation σ = 1.6∆y+,
a fissure width f+w = 6 and a log-spaced distribution of the VF centroid positions in the subin-
ertial domain. The VFs exchange momentum according to (4.11). The criteria used to select
these parameters are examined in § 5.5, where a brief discussion of their physical meaning is also
given. Figure 5.3 compares the mean U+, variance u+2, skewness S(u+) and kurtosis K(u+) of
the streamwise velocity u generated from the UMZ/VF model with the corresponding statistics
extracted from the channel flow DNS of Lee & Moser (2015). These results are discussed in detail
below.
4.4.1 Mean velocity
As shown in figure 5.3(a), the modelled mean velocity profile follows the DNS profile closely.
The slight discrepancy between the modelled profile and the DNS data in the inertial domain pri-
marily is attributable to a limitation of the model with respect to the wake region. More specifically,
(1) the theoretical basis for the model, while only strictly valid on an interior portion of the iner-
tial domain, is extended into and across the wake region; and (2) the far-field boundary condition
on the (instantaneous) streamwise velocity, intended to represent the ill-defined conditions at the
edge of the boundary layer or at the centre of the channel, is imprecisely known. Regarding the
latter issue, in the present construction of the model the outer VF is located at a fixed wall-normal
position and ascribed a fixed characteristic velocity, given by (5.4) and (4.4), respectively. Unlike






































Figure 4.7: Statistical moments of the streamwise velocity computed using the UMZ/VF model
( ): (a) mean, (b) variance, (c) skewness, and (d) kurtosis of the streamwise velocity. Results
are compared to the corresponding statistics extracted from the channel flow DNS of Lee & Moser
(2015) at δ+ = 5200 ( ). The horizontal dashed lines denote the value of the statistical moment
for a Gaussian distribution.
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that when the outer VF is allowed to move, the modest deviation of the modelled mean velocity
profile from the DNS data in the inertial domain is reduced; unfortunately, model results for the
higher-order statistical profiles are negatively impacted. Despite the shortcomings of the the model
in the wake region, the so-called indicator function Ξ = y+dU+/dy+ computed from the model
results nevertheless exhibits a pseudo-plateau region in an interior part of the inertial domain as
evident in figure 4.8. This pseudo-plateau region indicates logarithmic y-variation of the mean
velocity profile in this region with a von Kármán constant κ = 1/Ξ ≈ 0.4. Improvements to the
model in the wake region will be one focus of future studies.
Importantly, the construction of the master profile is in itself not sufficient to guarantee good
quantitative agreement between the modelled and DNS mean profiles. Additional factors do influ-
ence (albeit to a lesser extent) the ensemble-averaged modelled mean profile, namely: (i) the inner
and outer boundary conditions (i.e. the location and velocity of the first and last fissure); (ii) the
allowable wall-normal displacement of the VFs (which, if too small leads to spatial oscillations in
the mean profile); and (iii) the reference position where the velocity is assigned for any given VF
(e.g. lower edge, upper edge or centroid). Regarding the third factor, since the assigned velocity
represents the mean velocity carried by a fissure, it must be placed at the centroid. If, instead, the
assigned velocity is associated with the upper (lower) edge of the VF, the modelled mean profile
lies above (below) the DNS profile.
4.4.2 Velocity variance
As evident in figure 5.3(b), the model is able to reproduce detailed features of the streamwise
velocity variance. For instance, the inner peak location and amplitude, as well as the inflection
point in the outer region, are accurately reproduced. Remarkably, another important characteristic
quantitatively captured by the model is the apparent emergence of a plateau/second peak near the
onset of the inertial domain, y+ ≈ 2.6√δ+. This position also delimits the start of a logarithmic
decay of the variance, which extends to the end of the inertial domain (Marusic et al., 2013). The
model, however, fails to capture the variance very close to the wall (y+ . 10). This discrepancy
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Figure 4.8: The indicator function Ξ = y+dU+/dy+ computed from down-sampled mean velocity
results from the UMZ/VF model ( ) and from the channel flow DNS of Lee & Moser (2015) at
δ+ = 5200 ( ).
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may be attributable to a number of factors; e.g. vortex stretching is not mechanistically repre-
sented in the model. (Note that the same explanation also presumably applies to the near-wall
discrepancies in the skewness and kurtosis profiles; see below.)
4.4.3 Skewness of the velocity fluctuations
The skewness of the streamwise velocity fluctuations S(u+) is shown in figure 5.3(c). As
acknowledged above, the behaviour of the model in the near-wall region y+ . 10 requires further
refinement, although reasonable agreement with the DNS skewness profile may be observed for
y+ & 5. In this region, the model is able to reproduce the downward shift in the skewness, near
y+ ≈ 30, in the vicinity of the sub-Gaussian peak. The sub-Gaussian trend in the DNS data is
reproduced faithfully by the model out to y ≈ 0.8δ+, where the outer boundary condition then has
an important influence.
4.4.4 Kurtosis of the velocity fluctuations
The modelled streamwise velocity kurtosis K(u+) profile is given in figure 5.3(d). The down-
ward shift predicted by the UMZ/VF model occurs closer to the wall, i.e. near y+ ≈ 3, relative to
the DNS data. As the profile crosses the Gaussian threshold K(u+) = 3, however, it consistently
exhibits a sub-Gaussian behaviour across the whole domain, in accord with the DNS results. In
contrast with the skewness profile, the modelled kurtosis exhibits good agreement with the DNS
even out to the boundary layer edge (y+ = δ+).
4.4.5 Probability density function of the positive spanwise vorticity
In addition to investigating the moments of the streamwise velocity, we also examined the
modelled behaviour of the spanwise vorticity. Figure 4.9(a) shows the probability of occurrence
of strong positive instantaneous vorticity (i.e. opposite in sign to that at the wall) throughout
the boundary layer. The master (n=0) and three representative instantaneous velocity profiles
(n=10, 100, 1000) are shown in figure 4.9(b). The red boxes in the instantaneous profiles high-
light occurrences of strong positive instantaneous vorticity. The data in figure 7 was generated
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Figure 4.9: (a) The PDF of spanwise vorticity of opposite sign to that at the wall as computed
from the model results ( ); as computed from the Johns Hopkins turbulence data base DNS
channel flow data at δ+ ' 1000 ( ) (Perlman et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008). (b) The master (n=0)
and three representative instantaneous velocity profiles (n=10, 100, 1000). The red boxes in the
instantaneous profiles highlight occurrences of strong positive instantaneous vorticity.
according to the following protocol. For each instantaneous velocity profile, the vorticity at the
wall, ω(y = 0), is computed. Then the y-positions in each of these instantaneous profiles where
ω(y) ≥ −0.1[ω(y = 0)] are detected and recorded. This procedure is repeated for all real-
izations. Next, at each y-position across the channel domain, the number N(y) of realizations




N(y)dy. As shown in Klewicki & Hill (1998), for example, there are frequent positive-
vorticity events for 25 ≤ y+ ≤ 35 in the turbulent boundary layer, as can also be observed in
turbulent channel flow data (see the solid black curve in figure 4.9(a) computed following the same
protocol used for the modelled results). The model also predicts significant near-wall positive
vorticity, albeit with a peak at y+ ≈ 10. This model discrepancy in the peak location of the proba-
bility density function (PDF) is conjectured to be attributable to neglecting vorticity stretching and
reorientation, which drive inter-component transfers from ω˜z to ω˜x and ω˜y.
Collectively, these comparisons indicate that the simple elements used to construct the UMZ/VF
model are sufficient to quantitatively reproduce observed statistical behaviour over the interior of
the boundary layer, although inaccuracies both very close to the wall and near the boundary layer
edge suggest that additional physical processes (e.g. near-wall vortex stretching) beyond those
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Figure 4.10: Statistical moments of the streamwise velocity field computed by the UMZ/VF
model for various prescribed VF widths. The line styles correspond to: f+w = 6 (best results),
f+w = 2, f
+
w = 2–80, f
+
w = 10, and DNS of Lee & Moser (2015) at δ
+ = 5200. the
panels are the same as in figure 5.3.
retained are significant in those regions. While feasible, refinements that incorporate such effects
are not pursued here.
4.5 Sensitivity analysis
To assess the sensitivity of the model results to variations in the values of empirically chosen
parameters, we next systematically adjust key model parameters within physically expected ranges
and compare the resulting statistics to DNS data. Specifically, the impact of varying (i) the VF
width, (ii) the probability distribution governing the VF displacements and (iii) the sign of the
streamwise momentum exchange is investigated in sequence.
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4.5.1 VF width
The vortical fissure represents a region in the boundary layer across which the streamwise mo-
mentum jumps in magnitude from one UMZ to another. As discussed in § 4.1, Klewicki (2013a)
and Morrill-Winter & Klewicki (2013) suggest that the inner-normalized thickness of a VF in the
inertial domain is O(
√
δ+), while, consistently, the measurements of Klewicki & Falco (1996)
Chauhan, Philip & Marusic (2014b) and de Silva et al. (2017) suggest that fw is of the order of
the Taylor microscale. Consequently, we investigated the behaviour of the model for various fixed,
finite values of the VF width, e.g. f+w = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 . . ., as well as for a distribution of values
across the boundary layer. Figure 4.10 shows four different cases: three different profiles for con-
stant fissure widths f+w = 2, 4 and 6 uniformly across the entire boundary layer, and a single profile
for a variable fissure width modelled by a sigmoidal function with two horizontal asymptotes, i.e.
f+w = 2 at the wall and f
+
w = 80 in the inertial domain, respectively. As anticipated, the statistical
comparisons confirm that the model is independent of fw in the inertial region, where the VF width
is significantly smaller than the width of the adjacent UMZs. On the other hand, precise specifica-
tion of the VF width clearly has a significant impact in the vicinity of the wall (y+ . 30), where
the model results exhibit larger variation and larger discrepancies with the DNS data. The latter
observation is likely attributable to the intense velocity gradients present in the near-wall region,
and the absence of vortex stretching in the model. In contrast, we have modelled the velocity jump
across the fissure with a simplistic linear relationship (§ 4.3.1).
4.5.2 Wall-normal motion
The wall-normal motion of the VF centroids is dictated by the probability distribution P in
(5.11). Since the statistical distribution associated with these motions is not known, a judicious
mix of empiricism and physical reasoning must be employed to select a suitable surrogate. Several
PDFs were explored but, for brevity, we present only the most pertinent results. In short, by opti-
mizing the model we found that the best agreement with the channel and boundary layer data was
obtained for PDFs derived from the Normal distribution family. In this regard, Eisma et al. (2015)
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Figure 4.11: Statistical moments of the streamwise velocity field computed using the UMZ/VF
model with a positively-skewed Gaussian distribution of wall-normal VF displacements for var-
ious, specified standard deviations. The line styles correspond to: σ = 1.6∆yi (best results),
σ = 0.5∆yi, σ = 1.0∆yi, σ = 2.0∆yi, and DNS of Lee & Moser (2015) at δ+ = 5200.
the panels are the same as in figure 5.3.
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and de Silva et al. (2016, 2017) recently have reported experimental evidence of the fluctuations
in the wall-normal positions of the edges of the UMZs (here associated with the VF centroids).
Crucially, they postulate that the PDF of these motions exhibits a near Gaussian distribution with
a positive skewness in the near-wall region.
Figure 4.11, presents results for a skewed Gaussian distribution for a range of standard devi-
ations, σ. A key result is that the VFs must displace, on average, at least σ = ∆y+i units from
their original position in order to ensure smooth mean profiles and a comparably uniform distri-
bution of UMZs, as is necessary to recover the high-low-high UMZ-intermittency structure in the
instantaneous streamwise velocity profile (de Silva et al., 2016). Conversely, it is observed that an
excessive wall-normal displacement causes the model to over-predict the higher-order statistical
profiles. The results plotted in figure 4.11 reveal that the variance is more sensitive than S(u+) or
K(u+) to variations in the range of allowable wall-normal displacements. Inspection of this figure
suggests that σ = 1.6∆y+i provides the most reasonable agreement with the DNS data. Although
not reproduced here, examination of the residual values between the modelled and DNS profiles
quantitatively confirms this observation.
4.5.3 Streamwise momentum exchange mechanism
The statistics for three different VF momentum-exchange scenarios are shown in figure 4.12.
The three scenarios are (a) the momentum exchange is computed using (4.11) in which VFs gain
(lose) momentum as they move toward (away) from the wall; (b) the VFs lose (gain) momentum as
they move toward (away) from the wall by reversing the sign of the right-hand side of (4.11); and
(c) the momentum exchange is suppressed. Inspection of figure 4.12 shows that the first scenario
(i.e. positive exchange momentum) clearly exhibits the best agreement with the DNS data. It is
also worth noting that, as for the other sensitivities, the mean velocity profile is the least sensitive to
variations in the model parameters. In contrast, to reproduce the higher-order statistics in turbulent
flows, a more detailed representation of the VF dynamics is necessary.
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Figure 4.12: Statistical moments of the streamwise velocity field computed using the UMZ/VF
model with three different momentum exchange mechanisms. The line styles correspond to:
momentum exchange according to Eq. 4.11 (best results), no momentum exchange,
reverse momentum exchange, in which VFs lose/gain momentum as they move toward/away
from the wall. DNS of Lee & Moser (2015) at δ+ = 5200 is shown by . the panels are the
same as in in figure 5.3.
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CHAPTER 5
A MODEL FOR PASSIVE SCALAR TRANSPORT IN TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS
Understand the dynamics of the transport of passive scalars by turbulent flows is a fundamental
task which requires the modeling of physical mechanisms such as heat transfer and pollutants
dispersion. These processes are the outcome of the interaction between the turbulent flow field
and the passive scalar field. Albeit, the influence of the latter on the former is considered either
negligible or very weak, recent evidence suggest that they exhibit a similar spatial structure (Eisma
et al., 2017; Eisma, 2016). In consequence, it is natural to assume that the governing dynamical
mechanisms of the VF/UMZ framework discussed in chapter 4 can be extended to the study of the
transport of passive scalars across the boundary layer.
The theoretical foundations of the model herein presented relies upon the multi-scale analysis
for a channel flow with an uniform heat source by Zhou et al. (2017). This analysis reveals that
the special form of the mean heat equation 2.7 also admits a self-similar hierarchy of layers in the
inertial region that leads to a logarithmic mean temperature profile at the same region. Therefore,
some of the questions that the present model attempts to clarify are, if the underlying dynamical
mechanisms of the passive scalar and momentum transport are connected and how they are con-
nected. Respect to the latter, important insights are gained in the understanding of the interaction
between these two fields by exploring and studying the Reynolds heat flux correlation.
5.1 Introduction
At high Reynolds number, the turbulent boundary layer is composed of large uniform momentum
zones (UMZs) segregated by narrow regions of high shear, i.e. vortical fissures (VFs), which are
largely responsible for the momentum exchange (Meinhart & Adrian, 1995; Priyadarshana et al.,
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2007). This binary UMZ/VF structure suggests a simple representation of streamwise velocity
fluctuations in the inertial region of the turbulent boundary layer. The authors recently developed
and validated a one-dimensional model of the UMZ/VF structure of the streamwise velocity fluc-
tuations (Cuevas Bautista et al., 2019) based on the analysis of the mean streamwise momentum
equation (Wei et al., 2005; Klewicki et al., 2014).
Recent studies suggest that large scale motions within the UMZs strongly influence the trans-
port of passive scalars in the turbulent boundary layer (Finnigan et al., 2009; Michioka & Sato,
2012; Perret & Savory, 2013; Vanderwel & Tavoularis, 2016; Eisma, 2016). Using large-eddy
simulation (LES), Finnigan et al. (2009) provided evidence of zones of high concentration gradi-
ents above a vegetation canopy (namely, microfronts). These zones were described as resulting
from the interaction of two hairpin vortices oriented in opposite directions, one upstream and one
downstream, generating strong ejection and sweep events. The convergence of the two hairpin
vortices produced an intense and coherent scalar microfront lying between the two vortices. Mi-
chioka & Sato (2012) investigated the effects of coherent structures on pollutant removal from
an idealized canyon using LES. They found that coherent structures of low momentum fluid con-
tribute to pollutant removal, with the removal being directly related to the size of the coherent
structures. Vanderwel & Tavoularis (2016) studied the dynamics of coherent structures as a mech-
anism for scalar dispersion. They found hairpin vortices to be responsible for the large scalar flux
and Reynolds stress events in the flow.
Other studies exploring the topology of the temperature field in a turbulent flow compared the
statistical features of the momentum and temperature field probability density functions (PDFs),
seeking to confirm the universality of the small scales (e.g. (Sreenivasan et al., 1991)). Examina-
tion of the time series of the temperature fluctuations reveals a characteristics ramp-cliff structure,
in which a long gradual increase in the temperature (the ramp) is followed by a short steep decrease
in the temperature (the cliff) (Sreenivasan et al., 1979; Shraiman, 2006; Wroblewski et al., 2007).
The above studies indicate a number of mechanisms that may relate the passive scalar transport
to the dynamics of the momentum field. The present work focuses on recent studies in canonical
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smooth-wall flows, in which the momentum and passive scalar fields exhibit similar binary struc-
tures (extended regions of uniform quantity segregated by narrow regions of large gradient). In
particular, Eisma (2016) performed time-resolved tomographic particle image velocimetry (TPIV)
and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) to study the role of UMZs and VFs on the dispersion of a
passive scalar. Their analysis of the PDFs of the experimentally acquired instantaneous velocity
and concentration fields revealed the coexistence of UMZs and what they termed uniform con-
centration zones (UCZs). Along with describing the geometrical characteristics of the zones and
quantifying the overlap between the UMZs and UCZs, Eisma (2016) proposed a first order jump
model for the transport of scalar concentration similar to that for the transport of the momentum
field.
Motivated by the similarities in the equations governing the transport of momentum and pas-
sive scalars and by the analogous binary structures of the two fields, we construct and validate a
simple one-dimensional heat transfer model of fully-developed turbulent channel flow (where the
passive scalar field in the present work is represented by temperature). The theoretical basis of
the model is founded on the asymptotic scaling structure of turbulent channel flow as determined
by analysis of the mean equations (Wei et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2017). Informed specifically by
analysis of the passive scalar transport equation, the inertial domain of the boundary layer is mod-
eled as comprising large uniform temperature zones (UTZs) separated by narrow regions of high
gradient, i.e. thermal fissures (TFs). The most probable location and the characteristic scalar value
of the UTZs are determined by the analysis of the mean scalar transport equation. The UTZ/TF
model is then extended to the subinertial domain, within which the characteristics of the UTZs
are empirically determined. The statistical profiles generated by the model are in good agreement
with the direct numerical simulation (DNS) data for a range of Prandtl (Pr) numbers. Further-
more, the streamwise turbulent heat flux is accurately reproduced by integrating the UMZ/VF and
the UTZ/TF models. Lastly, the Pr-dependency of the empirically chosen model parameters is
investigated.
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In the next section, a brief overview of the model basis is provided. In §5.3, the model con-
struction and algorithms are described. The statistical profiles generated by the model are then
compared to DNS data for different Pr. Finally, a rudimentary sensitivity analysis of the model
parameters to variations in Pr is performed.
5.2 Theoretical Basis
The current model is founded on the self similar thermal structure of fully developed channel flow
with uniform heat generation and fixed (and equal) lower and upper wall temperatures previously
analyzed and determined by Zhou et al. (2017). Under these conditions, the mean scalar transport







+Q = 0, (5.1)
where α is the thermal diffusivity, y is the wall normal direction, Θ and θ′ are the mean and fluc-
tuating temperature, respectively, v′ is the fluctuating wall-normal velocity, and Q is the uniform
volumetric heat generation (Pirozzoli et al., 2016). Assuming statistical symmetry about the chan-







τw/ρ and θτ = αuτ
dΘ
dy
|wall are the friction velocity and temperature, respectively, τw
is the wall shear stress, ρ is the fluid density and h is the channel half height. Normalizing (5.1)















where Pr = ν/α is the Prandtl number, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and T+θ = −v′θ′
+
. The three
terms in (5.3) from left to right are the molecular diffusion (MD), gradient of the wall-normal
turbulent heat flux (GT ) and heat generation (HG). Following the work of Wei et al. (2005), who
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investigated the balance of the leading order terms in the mean momentum equation, Zhou et al.
(2017) explored the balance of the leading order terms in (5.3) by studying the ratio MD/GT .
They identified four distinct layers, in which GT , HG, and MD are, respectively, sub-dominant in
layers I, II, and IV. In layer III, however, all three terms are comparable in magnitude. The scaling
properties of the layers are summarized in table 5.1.
Analysis of the mean scalar transport equation reveals the existence of a self-similar hierarchy
of layers, on which (5.3) can be continuously rescaled into a single parameter-free form with
all three terms retaining leading-order significance. The width Wθ of each layer of the hierarchy,
which is the characteristic length scale for the rescaling, is the average size of the turbulent motions






et al., 2017). In the present study a UTZ and its adjacent TF are interpreted as one layer in the
hierarchy. Figure 5.1 plots the distribution of hierarchy layer widths. As evident from the plot, W+θ






can be identified, where φ2θc = 1/κθ (κθ is the scalar Karman constant). This formulation directly
leads to a log law by integrating the mean equation. Following the same methodology used in the
study of the dynamical self-similar hierarchy (Klewicki et al., 2014; Cuevas Bautista et al., 2019),
a discrete version of the hierarchy layer structure in layer IV can be developed. The wall-normal
distance (∆y+) and the mean temperature increment (∆Θ+) from the i-th layer to the next (i+ 1)
can be estimated by











for non-negative integer i. The details of the analogous dynamical hierarchy discretization can be
found in Cuevas Bautista et al. (2019).
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Physical Region Magnitude Ordering ∆y Increment ∆Θ Increment
I |HG| ≈ |MD|  |GT | O(√ν2α/u3τh) O(θτ )
II |MD| ≈ |GT |  |HG| O(√αh/uτ ) O(Θc)
III |HG| ≈ |MD| ≈ |GT | O(√αh/uτ ) O(θτ )
IV |HG| ≈ |GT |  |MD| O(h) O(Θc)
Table 5.1: The scaling behaviours associated with the structure of the leading order balance of mean scalar
transport equation in a fully developed channel flow with uniform heat generation. Note that Θc is the mean
centerline temperature.
5.3 USZ/TF framework
Considering analogous equations and hierarchical layer structures, the present model is constructed
similarly to the UMZ/VF model of Cuevas Bautista et al. (2019). In the current model a finite
number of TFs (nTF + NTF , where nTF and NTF are the number of subinertial and inertial TFs,
respectively) are positioned across the channel to create a master profile using the UTZ/TF thesis.
The characteristic temperatures and the wall-normal positions of the TFs are then perturbed to
create an ensemble of instantaneous profiles, from which the statistical moments are calculated.
In what follows, the formulation of the UTZ/TF model, including the rationale for the number
of TFs, their most probable positions, and the perturbation procedure, is briefly described. The
discussion is separated into two parts. First, the inertial-layer (non-diffusive domain) formulation,
which is based on the analysis summarized in §5.2, is described. Then the sub-inertial layer (dif-
fusive domain) formulation is described. The empirical parameters used in the construction of the
model are adapted from Cuevas Bautista et al. (2019).
5.3.1 Inertial domain USZ/TF model
Based upon the UMZ/VF model, the centroid of the first (lowest) inertial domain TF in the
master profile is placed at the lower edge of layer IV (i.e. y+nV F+1 = 2.5
√





III, where ∆ΘI, ∆ΘII, and ∆ΘIII are the mean temperature increments across
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of W+θ for (a) Pr = 0.2 with dashed line: δ
+ = 548, dashed-dotted line:
δ+ = 995, dotted line: δ+ = 2017, and solid line: δ+ = 4088. Vertical dashed line denotes the
onset of layer IV for δ+ = 995. (b) δ+ = 4088 with solid line: Pr = 0.20, dashed line: Pr = 0.71,
dotted line: Pr = 1. Vertical dashed line denote the onset of layer IV for Pr = 0.71.
layers I, II, and III, respectively (see table 5.1). The mean temperature increments, which all attain
constancy as δ+ → ∞, are adopted from Zhou et al. (2017). The rest of the TFs in the inertial
domain are placed according to (5.4) and (5.5). Using (5.4) and imposing y+nTF+NTF ≤ δ+, the
number of TFs in layer IV can be approximated by NTF ≈ bln(Prδ+)− 0.8c where b•c is the
floor function. The UTZ/TF model does not specify the width fw or the temperature profile within
a TF. Similar to the dynamical hierarchy, f+w ≈
√
δ+/Pr is predicted for the TFs in the inertial
domain (Klewicki, 2013c; Zhou et al., 2017). We investigated the model results for various values
of f+w , ranging from 2 to
√
δ+/Pr, and the comparison of the statistical moments confirms that the
model is independent of f+w over this range in the inertial region, where the molecular diffusivity
is negligible. Therefore, a width f+w = 6 (this choice is justified in the later sections) and a linear
temperature profile within the TFs are prescribed. The lower and upper edge temperatures of the
TFs are then defined as follows:
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Figure 5.2: Discrete master temperature (solid lines) and velocity (dashed lines) profiles predicted













5.3.2 Subinertial domain USZ/TF model
Unlike the inertial domain, theW+θ profile in the subinertial domain (y
+ ≤ 2.5√δ+/Pr) is not
linear. Hence, the analytical foundations of the current UTZ/TF model given in §5.2 cannot be ex-
tended to the subinertial domain, in which the molecular diffusion is not negligible. Nevertheless,
the nonlinear W+θ profile in the subinertial domain exhibits an invariant form for a given Pr, i.e.
the profile does not vary with δ+ (figure 5.1a). Following Cuevas Bautista et al. (2019) a surrogate










The surrogate parameter is approximated by fitting a curve to the DNS data so that an analytical
approximation to W+θ in the subinertial domain can be obtained. The subinertial TFs in the master
profile are logarithmically allocated and their corresponding temperature increments are then de-
termined by (5.8). Unlike in the inertial domain, the width of the TF has a significant impact on
the statistical profiles near the wall. Based on a posteriori comparisons, f+w = 6 produces the most
accurate results in the subinertial domain. Thus, for simplicity, f+w = 6 is prescribed uniformly
for the entire channel. Lastly, similar to the inertial domain, a linear temperature profile within the
TFs is prescribed. Figure 5.2 compares the master profiles of velocity and temperature predicted
by the UMZ/VF and UTZ/TF models respectively, for a given Reynolds and Prandtl numbers.
Once the master profile is formed, the positions and the temperatures of the TF centroids are per-
turbed following the protocol described in the next subsection to generate statistically independent
ensembles.
5.3.3 Generating statistically independent ensembles
While the model as formulated is capable of reproducing the statistical moments of the tem-
perature field, the temperature-velocity correlation can only be reproduced by integrating both the
UTZ/TF and UMZ/VF models. The passiveness of the scalar field suggests a direct relationship
between the change in the wall-normal position of a given TF (y+i ) and its adjacent upper and lower
VFs (y+j and y
+
j−1, respectively). To explore this direct relationship four cases are investigated and
a brief description of each is provided below. The wall-normal motion of a given TF in each case:
(i) is equal to that of the adjacent upper VF (y+i,new− y+i = y+j,new− y+j , where y+new denotes the
position of the TF or VF after perturbation),
(ii) is equal to that of the adjacent lower VF (y+i,new − y+i = y+j−1,new − y+j−1),







































































































Figure 5.3: Statistical moments of the passive scalar computed using the UTZ/TF model ( ) for
Pr = 0.2 (left panel), Pr = 0.71 (middle panel) and Pr = 1.0 (right panel) at δ+ = 4088. Results
are compared to the corresponding statistics extracted from the channel flow DNS of Pirozzoli
et al. (2016) ( ). 113








It is verified a posteriori through simulation of the model that the temperature variance θ′2
+
and
the streamwise turbulent heat flux u′θ′
+
, where u′ is the fluctuating streamwise velocity, show
strong sensitivity to the wall-normal motion of the TFs. Collectively, case (iv) reproduces those
profiles along with other statistical moments with the most accuracy and, hence, is prescribed for
the model, which requires a priori knowledge of the motion of the VFs. The motion of the VFs is
informed by the recently developed momentum model, which is described in Cuevas Bautista et al.
(2019). Nonetheless, for completeness, a condensed description of the most probable location of
the VFs and their wall-normal motion is provided below.
The momentum boundary layer is partitioned into two regions, the inertial (y+ ≥ φ2c
√
δ+)
and the subinertial region (y+ ≤ φ2c
√
δ+), where φc ≈ (1 +
√
5)/2 ≈ 1.62 is the so-called Fife
similarity parameter. Note that the sizes of the inertial and subinertial domains associated with the
momentum and temperature fields, and, hence, the master profiles are different even for Pr = 1
(see figure 5.2). The analysis of Zhou et al. (2019) indicates that the pressure-strain term in the
streamwise velocity budget equation that is absent in the scalar budget equation plays a significant
role in the noted difference. The centroid of the first (lowest) VF in the inertial domain is placed
at y+ = φ2c
√
δ+ and the remainder are placed according to
y+j+1 ≈ φcy+j . (5.9)









where P is a skewed Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ = 1.6(y+j+1 − y+j ). Solving







(y+j,new − y+j−1,new). (5.11)
The mechanism described above, which is a posteriori validated using the streamwise heat flux
profiles, is consistent with the recent experimental results by Talluru et al. (2018). They postulated
that at least in the inertial domain the transport of concentration gradients is led by low and high
speed structures away from and into the wall respectively. In the present model this process is
attributed to the upward advection of low momentum zones and the downward advection of high
momentum zones across the channel.
As a given TF moves toward (away from) the wall, its characteristic temperature increases
(decreases). Following Cuevas Bautista et al. (2019), the magnitude of this change is modeled to




















is the heat exchange as the TF moves toward (away from) the wall.
5.4 Statistical moments
In this section, the mean Θ+, variance θ′2
+
, skewness S(θ′) and kurtosis K(θ′) of the scalar field
fluctuations θ′, and the streamwise turbulent heat flux u′θ′
+
generated by the current UTZ/TF
model are compared to those of the DNS of Pirozzoli et al. (2016) for 0.2 ≤ Pr ≤ 1.0. As ev-
idenced by figure 5.3, the model is able to robustly predict the statistical moments of the passive






























































Figure 5.4: The optimum to prescribed ratio for a given adjusted parameter and statistic. A ratio
above (below) 1 indicates the prescribed value for a given parameter must be decreased (increased).
The dashed lines represent the range over which each parameter was adjusted.
duced by relating the motion of the TFs to that of the VFs, as determined by the UMZ/VF model.
The absence of a region of a purely log-linear variation of the mean profile is attributable to the
model restriction near the boundaries as described by Cuevas Bautista et al. (2019). Similar to the
UMZ/VF model, the closest TFs near the boundaries (wall and channel centerline) are fixed and
not allowed to move (unlike other TFs). While allowing the near-boundary TFs to move improves
the mean profile, it negatively impacts the higher statistical moments. Furthermore, the model fails
to accurately reproduce the skewness and kurtosis profiles near the wall (y+ . 50) for Pr = 0.2.
Also, the difference between the DNS turbulent heat flux profile and that predicted by the model
is exacerbated for Pr = 0.2 and Pr = 0.71. In the absence of any analytical or physical justi-
fication, we did not attempt to tune the model parameters for each Pr to produce more accurate




The empirically chosen parameters adapted from the UMZ/VF model are based on a one-to-one
analogy between the momentum and passive scalar fields, which might be justified for Pr = 1.
In the absence of an analytical basis, a rudimentary investigation of the Pr-dependency of the
empirically chosen parameters is provided. The parameters investigated include the TF width
f+w , the TF movement ∆y
′ and the heat exchange ∆Θ′ as the TF moves. These parameters are
adjusted within physically expected ranges and the resulting statistics are compared to DNS data
by means of the Euclidean norm. For a given parameter (f+w , ∆y
′ and ∆Θ′) and statistic (Θ+,
θ′2
+
, S(θ′), K(θ′) and u′θ′
+
), the value that produces the minimum norm (within 10% of the
prescribed value) is selected as the optimum value. Figure 5.4 shows the optimum value for each
parameter normalized by the prescribed value. Collectively, the mean, variance and turbulent heat
flux profiles do not show significant Pr-dependency for 0.2 ≤ Pr ≤ 1.0. However, the skewness
and, specifically, the kurtosis profiles are strongly dependent on the model parameters for different
Pr. This result may have been anticipated, given the dependency of the kurtosis on small scale
variability. Lastly, although the parameter values prescribed for f+w and ∆y
′ yield the results with





The work of this thesis focused on the role of the advective transport of concentrated regions of
vorticity with respect to the underlying transport mechanisms of momentum and heat within a tur-
bulent boundary layer. In the experimental work of the dissertation, hot-wire data was examined
to investigate the correlation between the fluctuating spanwise vorticity and the fluctuating wall
normal velocity, which physically represents the mean transport of spanwise vorticity fluctuations
by the wall-normal velocity fluctuations. It is an important quantity since it is the primary mech-
anism of turbulent transport of momentum in boundary layer flows as described in chapter 2. In
the modeling work of the dissertation, the instantaneous binary structure of the turbulent boundary
layer was leveraged to develop a one-dimensional model of the turbulent transport of momentum
and heat. The results of these works were provided in the data presentation for chapter 3-5. In this
chapter, a brief summary of the primary results of each study are provided and their implications
as they relate to the underlying transport mechanisms within a turbulent boundary layer.
6.1 Fluctuating spanwise vorticity correlated with fluctuating wall-normal
vorticity
The Reynolds shear stress gradient represents the turbulent transport of momentum within the
framework of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. This quantity can be de-
scribed relative to the sum of two velocity-vorticity correlations as shown below
− ∂uv
∂y
∼= vωz − wωy. (6.1)
The first term on the right-hand side of equation 6.1 represents the mean transport of spanwise
vorticity fluctuations by wall-normal velocity fluctuations. The second term on the right-hand side
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of equation 6.1 represents a body force associated with the change of scale of turbulent eddies
in a flow where eddy sizes vary in the wall-normal direction. Effectively, vωz is associated with
vorticity dispersion and wωy with vorticity stretching. Motivated by recent studies that have shown
that the former term correlates with the binary step-like structure of the turbulent boundary layer,
in this part of the dissertation work hot-wire data was analyzed to study the spectral contribution
of the fluctuating spanwise vorticity and the fluctuating wall-normal velocity to vωz.
The spectral analysis confirmed that the most energetic λ+v wavelengths exhibit a distance to
the wall dependency. Conversely, the λ+ωz wavelengths exhibit a very weak δ
+ and y+ dependence.
When connected to the UMZ/VF model of the turbulent boundary layer, this implies that width of a
VF is approximately constant across the boundary layer but its vertical displacement increases with
distance from wall. The joint P.d.f.’s of the v and ωz fluctuations for δ+ = 7894 showed that the
Q2 and Q4 events are dominant with the Q4 events showing the highest occurrence. This indicates
that the transport of vorticity toward the wall is preferred. Furthermore, so-called sweep events
contributions are nearly constant across the inertial domain, accounting for 60% of the total vωz+
contributions. This behavior reflects some degree of self-similarity in the mechanism of transport
of vorticity toward the wall. Importantly, these results are consistent with the conceptual model of
the momentum and vorticity field depicted in figure 3.3, which is the most likely representation of
the instantaneous structure of the turbulent boundary layer.
6.2 UMZ/VF model of the turbulent boundary layer
In this part of the dissertation, a simple dynamical model of the UMZ/VF-like structure of the
instantaneous streamwise velocity in turbulent boundary layers was developed and validated via
comparison with DNS channel flow data. This simple model exploits recent findings that at large
Reynolds numbers the turbulent boundary layer is largely composed of uniform momentum zones
(UMZs) separated by narrow vortical fissures (VFs). The modeling steps are as follows. First, a
master wall-normal profile of streamwise velocity was constructed by placing a discrete number of
fissures across the boundary layer. The number of fissures and their wall-normal locations follow
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scalings informed by analysis of the mean momentum equation (see Chapter 2). The fissures
are then randomly displaced in the wall-normal direction, exchanging momentum as they move,
to create an instantaneous velocity profile. This process is repeated to generate ensembles of
streamwise velocity profiles from which statistical moments are computed.
Remarkably, this simple rearrangement of the UMZs an VFs produced high-order statistics of
the the streamwise velocity that agree well with those acquired from direct numerical simulations.
In particular, the model robustly reproduces the empirically observed sub-Gaussian behaviour for
the skewness and kurtosis profiles. Since the model incorporates the wall-normal repositioning
of VFs, the only operative net momentum-transport mechanism is associated with the vωz term
(i.e. wωy = 0) investigated in Chapter 3. This feature is somewhat similar to Taylor’s vorticity
transport theory (Taylor, 1932). The first term on the right hand side in (6.1) thus dictates the
vorticity dynamics across the boundary layer, e.g. if vωz > 0, it is associated with the advection of
momentum away from the wall (a mean momentum sink), while if vωz < 0, it is associated with the
advection of momentum toward the wall (a mean momentum source). The agreement between the
DNS and modelled streamwise-velocity moments lends credence to the conceptual notion that the
turbulent boundary layer comprises logarithmically many viscous (if not laminar) internal layers.
If this conceptual picture is valid, then a crucial question is: what three-dimensional dynamical
processes nonlinearly sustain the staircase-like structure of the streamwise velocity in turbulent
wall flows? We are attempting to address this fundamental issue in companion work Chini et al.
(2017); Montemuro et al. (2018).
6.3 UTZ/TF model of the passive scalar boundary layer
Similar to the binary structure of the turbulent boundary layer composed of uniform momentum
zones (UMZs) and vortical fissures (VFs), recent experimental evidence evidence by Eisma (2016)
suggests that the instantaneous structure of the passive scalar boundary layer exhibits a similar bi-
nary structure. Namely, the spatial structure of the passive temperature field is composed of large
uniform thermal zones separated by thermal fissures, where the temperature gradient across a ther-
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mal fissure is large. In this part of the dissertation work, informed by the one-dimensional model of
momentum transport, a one-dimensional model of passive scale transport was developed. Exclud-
ing the Prandtl number (Pr) dependency, the UTZ/TF model behaved similarly to the UMZ/VF
model and reproduced with some success the main features of the streamwise temperature sta-
tistical moments (e.g., logarithmic trend in the mean temperature and variance, and a subgaussian
behavior in the skewness and kurtosis). Nevertheless, in order to predict correctly the interaction of
the momentum and temperature field the UTZ/TF model needs to be coupled to UMZ/VF model
by means of the TFs wall-normal motion. The success of this model in predicting the statistics
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